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The Echo of a Giant
Luis de Pablo

O

n 10 October 2021, Luis de Pablo passed away at the
age of 91. A champion of Spanish avant-garde music and
enjoying an undisputed international prestige, Luis de
Pablo has lived through many complex seasons in the civil
and musical history of his country and of western Europe,
proposing an original interpretation of sound material, a
peculiar elaboration characterized by great freedom and
an easily recognizable individual voice. Luis de Pablo’s
music is characterized by an extreme receptiveness,
open to every form of art, European or otherwise: an
aesthetic outlook that marks the composer as a sort of
«circumnavigator of cultures» (José García del Busto), at
the same time far from any form of eclecticism – Luis de
Pablo has always avoided using instruments or scales
from other cultures, preferring to recreate their gesturality
– thanks to his capacity to integrate diverse influences
(not only musical, but cultural in the broadest sense, the
fruit of extensive readings) within an unmistakable
individual language, strongly connoted in terms of
instrumentation, harmony and intervallic structure.
In 2020, after having celebrated his 90th birthday, Luis de
Pablo received the Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement
of the Venice Biennale with the following motivation: «The
Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement is the recognition
of the masterful work of the greatest living Spanish
composer: Luis de Pablo. A supreme artist who has known
how to catalyze the most significant experiences of
contemporary languages into an extremely personal,
profound and expressive idiom that found its preferred
outlet in “mixed” genres. His fertile craftsmanship has
often merged the experiences of Western contemporary
music with the concerns of extra-European music for
which the Maestro has always had a particular
predilection. A great teacher and popularizer, Luis de
Pablo must also be credited for having brought to Spain,
in a difficult political era, a powerful idea of freedom of
expression not limited to the field of art». In the following
pages, the musicologist José García del Busto offers us
a detailed account of the composer, retracing the stages
in his elevated compositional mastery. An important
posthumous tribute to the great Basque composer is
the world premiere on February 16 at the Teatro Real
in Madrid of the opera in a prologue and six scenes El
abrecartas on a libretto by Vicente Molina Foix, taken from
his novel of the same name. With repeat performances on
February 18, 20, 22, 24 and 26, the production will be
directed by Xavier Albertí, with sets by Max Glaenze and
costumes by Silvia Delagneau. Fabián Panisello will
conduct the performers Airam Hernández (Federico
García Lorca), Borja Quiza (Vicente Aleixandre), José
Antonio López (Miguel Hernández), Antonio Lozano
(Rafael), Mikeldi Atxalandabaso (Alfonso), Jorge
Rodríguez-Norton (Andrés Acero), Ana Ibarra
(Salvador/Setefilla), Vicenç Esteve (Ramiro), Gabriel Díaz
(Comisario), David Sánchez (Eugenio d’Ors), Laura Vila
(Sombra), the Coro y Orquesta titulares of the Teatro Real
(Coro Intermezzo/Orquesta Sinfónica de Madrid) and the
Pequeños Cantores de la JORCAM. The following pages
contain an introduction to the opera in the words of the
librettist, Vicente Molina Foix, and of Luis de Pablo
himself. Close in time to the performances of El

abrecartas the documentary film Luis de Pablo. Canto del
nostro tempo, written, directed and produced by Alberto
Nacci, will have its first ever showing, on February 23 at
the Real Academia de Belles Artes de San Fernando in
Madrid. This is the first Italian film about
de Pablo, offering a portrait of the
composer combining spoken parts with
recordings of Improviciación for harp,
Fantasia interrotta for viola, Fantasía
ochentona, Pentimento and the
Concierto para viola y orquesta, played
by Emanuela Battigelli, Francesco
D’Orazio, the Syntax Ensemble directed
by Pasquale Corrado and the Orchestra
di Padova e del Veneto conducted by
Marco Angius. Two new recordings have
been released on CD. The label IBS
Classical (IBS 102021) has devoted an
entire album, Amicitia. Breve tratado de
amistad y acordeón, to forty year of
works for accordion by Luis de Pablo,
from 1979 to 2021. The title of the album
alludes to a recent composition dating
from 2017 and more generally to the
felicitous relation between the composer
and performer. The main performer is
the soloist Iñaki Alberdi, who joins his
colleague Iñigo Aizpiolea and the Bilbao
Orkestra Sinfonikoa conducted by
Ernest Martínez Izquierdo. The CD
features Amicitia for accordion and orchestra, Capricho,
Tre riflessi and Tango for accordion, and Trez piezas for
two accordions. The double CD Solo Voice (Accroche
Note/Nowlands TAC 046) contains Puntos de amor for
soprano and clarinet on texts by San Juan de la Cruz, with
the soprano Françoise Kubler and the clarinetist Armand
Angster. Finally, on March 10 at the Théâtre Graslin in
Nantes, the Ensemble Utopik directed by Michel Bourcie
will play Dibujos for flute, clarinet, violin and cello, in a
concert also paying tribute to Maurice Ohana, recalling the
two composer’s contribution to the cinema through a
showing of the short films Playa
insolita (1963) by Javier Aguirre
with music by Luis de Pablo,
and René Laloux’s animated film
Les Dents du singe (1960) with
music by Maurice Ohana.

Sixth opera of the Maestro
premiered at the Teatro Real
in Madrid
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José Luis García del Busto
Portrait of Luis de Pablo
Luis de Pablo passed away in Madrid at the age of 91, after over sixty
years of creative activity. A man of great culture, he was until his very last
years driven by a restless and insatiable thirst for knowledge. His extramusical library bears witness to his passion for literature. He was a tireless
reader, attracted by works of every age and tendency, and not limited to
the Spanish language: he also read in Italian, French, English and
German, and was always interested in non-western culture.
Maestro de Pablo devoted himself to teaching in many different institutes
across the world, in Spain, Italy, France, Germany, Sweden, Czech
Republic, Belgium, USA, Canada, Argentina, Mexico, Peru and Japan,
and in the course of his career he gathered numerous honours and
recognitions. He was a member of the European Society of Culture (1966),
Medal of the Círculo de Escritores Cinematográficos (1973 and 1978),
Knight (1973) and Officer (1986) of the French Ordre des Arts et des
Lettres, Luigi Dallapiccola Prize (1979) in Barcelona, Great Golden Cross
of the Spanish Red Cross (1983), Gold Medal for Mérito en las Bellas
Artes (1986), Medal of the City of Rennes (1988), corresponding member
of the Real Academia de Bellas Artes de Granada (1988), elected member
of the Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando de Madrid (1989),
Premio Nacional de Música (1991), Doctor Honoris Causa of the
Università Complutense in Madrid (1997), Honegger prize (2003), member
of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Belgium (2004), Music Prize of the
Fundación Guerrero (2004), Prince-Pierre-de-Monaco Prize (2004),
Amalur Prize (San Sebastián) (2004), Arts prize of the Fundación CEOE
(2005), Gold Medal of the Círculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid (2005),
honorary member of the AIE (2005), member of the Accademia Nazionale
di Santa Cecilia in Rome (2007), member of the Academia Vasca de
Ciencias, Artes y Letras (2009), Tomás Luis de Victoria Ibero-american
award (2009), honorary member of the Regia Accademia Filarmonica
in Bologna (2010) and Golden Lion of the Biennale di Venezia (2020):
honours that underline the recognition throughout his lifetime of his great
worth as a musician, intellectual and man of culture.
There is little doubt, however, that despite his involvement in many
different spheres, Luis de Pablo was first and foremost a composer.
Very early, already in his childhood, he understood that music was his
field and he immediately moved in the direction of creation. He studied
the peculiarities of all the instruments in order to exploit them in his scores,
as he also did, in the Sixties, with the possibilities offered by electroacoustics. He was always fascinated by the orchestra as a summation, a
total instrument. Just as he was always interested in the voice, not only as
a vocal instrument, but also as a bearer of the words, the phonetics, the
diction, the linguistic articulation that lie at the basis of poetry and theatre,
which inspired many of his works.
Within the vast catalogue of compositions that represents his legacy to
posterity, there are many of Luis de Pablo’s transcendent works that show
his deep interest in the word: his six operas Kiu (libretto by Luis de Pablo
after Alfonso Vallejo), El viajero indiscreto (libretto by Vicente Molina Foix),
La madre invita a comer (libretto by Vicente Molina Foix), La señorita
Cristina (libretto by Luis de Pablo after Mircea Eliade), Un parque (libretto
by Luis de Pablo after Yukio Mishima) and El abrecartas (libretto by
Vicente Molina Foix, a work due to be premiered at the Teatro Real in
Madrid in February 2022), but also large symphonic-choral works like
Viatges i flors (Rodoreda), Antigua fe (Aztec and Maya texts), Los
Novísimos (Manganelli, Berceo and Epicurus), La Navidad preferida,
Passio (Levi), Martinus (Sulpicio Severo), Cantata femenina “Anna Swir”,
as well as many works featuring different vocal-instrumental combinations,
like Relámpagos (Ullán), Al son que tocan (Machado), Portrait imaginé,
Pocket Zarzuela (Ullán), Sonido de la guerra (Aleixandre), Tarde de poetas
(Gabirol, Larrea, Góngora, Marcial, Porta y Aleixandre), Com un epíleg
(Gimferrer), Circe de España (Ullán)..., and many others besides that, for
their singularity and their elevated and highly personal poetic-musical
character, represent a corpus of outstanding significance to which time
will surely do justice.
No less important is Luis de Pablo’s contribution to purely instrumental
music. Large works for symphony orchestra – Tombeau, Iniciativas,
Imaginario II, Éléphants ivres, Tinieblas del agua, Senderos del aire, the
five Impromptus, Las orillas, Vendaval, Casi un espejo, Chiave di basso,
Natura, Ostinato –, numerous large-scale concertos for solo instrument
and orchestra – for piano (three), violin, viola, cello (two), flute (two),
clarinet, saxophone, percussion, guitar, harp, organ, accordion – and
countless compositions for ensembles of wide-ranging combinations,
among which I permit myself to point out Cinco meditaciones, Libro de
imágenes, Razón dormida, Eros, Concertino, and Gemella dell’acqua...
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And then there is his chamber music and his works for solo instruments.
A catalogue of such breadth and depth that places Luis de Pablo among
the main European composers of the last third of the twentieth century
and of the first two decades of the twenty-first.
Luis de Pablo’s music doubtlessly shows evolution, but his personal mark
has always remained distinct. Perhaps his most significant hallmark is the
path undertaken from a disembodied language, fractured and at times
even aggressive (the works dating from his years of adhesion to the avantgarde, resolute in his wish to offer musical forms deliberately far from
tradition) until the language of his maturity that gradually, and without
any brusque shifts, gave way to a musicality characterised by timbral
aggregates, both beautiful and captivating, and, above all, to a new sense
of cantabilità, an original lyricism, special, intense and highly personal.

Vicente Molina Foix
El abrecartas
El abrecartas was published in 2006 and won, among others, the Spanish
National Prize for Literature 2007. Five years after its publication, Maestro
Luis de Pablo, for whom I had written beforehand two freely conceived
opera libretti – El viajero indiscreto (“The Indiscreet Traveller”) and La
madre invita a comer (“Mother Invites to Lunch”) –, asked me to adapt a
substantial section of my novel, so he could compose his sixth opera, “an
opera which mirrors my own life”, he later told me. El abrecartas begins
with a child Federico García Lorca playing with other schoolboys in a
Grenada village, but the action of this dramatic opera moves on to present
an adult Federico in joyful friendship with young gay artists and poets
like Vicente Aleixandre (Nobel Prize for Literature 1977) and Miguel
Hernández, who as well as García Lorca, died (Lorca assassinated,
Hernández in prison) in the aftermath of General Franco´s coup d´état
and his military victory in 1939. They were all, like many other fictional
characters who inhabit the book, victims of the Spanish Civil War. Both the
novel and the finished opera, sadly Maestro de Pablo´s last, dramatize half
a century of Spanish history. The private life of a group of losers, heroes
and political exiles, mingles with the anti-heroic comedy of spies and
rogues, all set against a background in which poetry looms large and
passions have to be kept secret.

Luis de Pablo
Note on El abrecartas
El abrecartas is an opera with a libretto by Vicente Molina Foix taken from
his novel of the same name. It consists of a prologue and six scenes, with
an estimated duration of around an hour and a half. An “abrecartas”
(“paper knife”) is a small knife – sometimes also a small jewel – that was
used – today much more rarely – to open letters. The novel is epistolary in
form and Molina Foix has made a theatrical adaptation of it, keeping the
same title. The central theme of the opera is the evolution – the
transformation – of modern Spain through its literary protagonists: the child
García Lorca, the young Vicente Aleixandre, the still younger Miguel
Hernández… their isolation, their death, their exile, their survival during the
Franco regime… and their evolution, changes in ideology, youthful
adventures (not only politically speaking, but especially regarding their life
and personal beliefs), until reaching the present (a present of ten years
ago) and noting the spiritual return of that past which, despite the
repression, has re-emerged – at least in part – almost unbeknown to its
current protagonists. The novel devotes much space to the youth of today,
without forgetting their predecessors. Nor are the repressors and
opportunists forgotten, portrayed in a fiercely satirical manner. The opera
covers only the time span of the first part of the novel and closes with a
question mark: the future is uncertain, nothing is guaranteed… There is,
then, a certain tinge of pessimism. I have written music that is as varied as
the story told by the libretto. It is maybe my most ambitious and contrasting
work. This, at least, is how I see it. I use a full orchestra, with saxophone
and quadruple woodwinds; a small mixed choir, a small group of children’s
voices – García Lorca as a child – and a dozen or so voices.

Nicola Sani

Cancel the Distances
Falcone, il tempo sospeso del volo, musical theatre of our

history, opera in a prologue, 26 scenes and a finale for
three bass voices, two narrators, female choir, 18
instruments and 8-channel digital system, on a libretto by
Franco Ripa di Meana, will be staged on March 12 at the
Teatro Sociale in Trento in the world premiere of the
version revised in 2021. The work, directed by Stefano
Simone Pintor and with Marco Angius conducting the
Orchestra Haydn di Bolzano e Trento, will be repeated
on March 13. The set design will be by
Gregorio Zurla, the costumes by Alberto
Allegretti, the lights by Fiammetta Baldisseri,
with Francesco Mori on video, Alvise Vidolin
sound engineer and Luigi Azzolini choirmaster
of the vocal ensemble Continuum, who will
assume the role of Francesca Morvillo; the
other characters will be interpreted by Roberto
Scandiuzzi, Gabriele Ribis and Salvatore
Grigoli, and the actors Claudio Lobbia and
Angelo Romagnoli. The opera, a coproduction
of the Fondazione Haydn di Bolzano and the
Teatro Comunale di Bologna, will be staged
at the latter theatre in September. Rai
Radiotelevisione Italiana will broadcast the
event live on Radio 3 on March 13 and, a few
weeks later, on the television channel Rai Cultura. As is
well known, May 2022 will mark the thirtieth anniversary of
the Capaci massacre, in which Giovanni Falcone, his wife
Francesca Morvillo and his escort agents Vito Schifani,
Rocco Dicillo and Antonio Montinaro lost their lives. On 23
May 1992 Giovanni Falcone was on a flight from Rome to
Palermo. Just a few hours later both of them died. The
“tempo sospeso del volo” constitutes the framework of the
opera and intertwines the life and thoughts of Falcone with
memories and summaries of the imminent assassination.
In musical terms, Sani re-evokes an era with an
experimental musical language, creating different sonic
planes including rhythm, acting and song. With his
production, the director Stefano Simone Pintor calls for an
active civil participation that cancels all barriers between
the audience and the stage, between “us” and “you”. In
fact, in the words of Pintor: «In the fight against organised
crime, we are all responsible». A large crater completely
invades the stage, and not only: a portion of the roadway
leans out beyond the stage overhanging part of the stalls.
The idea is to suggest that the mafia is something that
concerns us all, also through the use of space, in other
words drawing close to the audience, breaking the fourth
wall and the classic merely frontal view, so that these are
themes that concern and affect all of us. We can no
longer remain passive onlookers, because simply
observing is equivalent to becoming an accomplice, the
commodification of horror. Pintor adds: «Falcone tried to
combat with all his strength the “spectacularization” of both
the mafia and the fight against it. Once he said that rather
than a “sterile, impressive and personal heroism”, he
preferred an organised justice, team work, that did not
expose the individual magistrates and that was able to
operate continuously over time. So, despite his enormous
worldwide popularity, Falcone did not wish to be a hero.
And yet in many ways he has become one, and the echo
that his sacrifice has had upon us is proof of this. But that
sacrifice began long before his death: it started when,
already at the end of the ’70s, he committed himself to
combating the mafia. A dedication and firmness of mind
that never changed over the years, not even when his
colleagues or dearest friends were killed, not even when
his own life was placed at risk. His ideas were “larger than
life”, those ideas that remain. To put it in his own words:
“Men pass, ideas stay. Their moral tendencies remain and
will continue to move on the legs of other men”». Franco
Ripa di Meana’s libretto is entirely built on archive material,
edited into a tight dramaturgy, anti-rhetorical and
unsentimental. The opera was first staged on 10 October

2007 in Reggio Emilia, and was received with great
emotion by the audience and critics due to its capacity to
portray a figure central to our recent history. The audience,
who became an integral part of the performance thanks to
the staging that evoked the airplane of the judge’s last
flight, was indeed deeply involved. The strong civil worth of
the opera had important acknowledgements, such as a
letter to the authors from President Napolitano and a text
written by Judge Ilda Boccassini, who attended the first
performance together with Professor Maria
Falcone, Giovanni Falcone’s sister. Then, in
2017, the opera was staged at the Staatsoper
in Berlin in a new production directed by
Benjamin Korn and with David Coleman as
conductor. On February 12 Gimme Scelsi for
ensemble will be played by the Orchestra
Senzaspine conducted by Tommaso Ussardi
at the Sala Bossi of the Conservatorio di
Musica “G.B. Martini” in Bologna, during the
Angelica Festival, and will be repeated on
March 6 at the Auditorium della Nuvola e del
Palazzo dei Congressi in Rome during the
series “EUR Culture per Roma” curated by
Oscar Pizzo. Paolo Grazia, first oboe of the
Orchestra del Teatro Comunale di Bologna,
will participate in the orchestral performance. The
composer explains: «Gimme Scelsi, whose title takes its
inspiration from a famous song of the Rolling Stones, was
written in 2013, on commission of the Klangforum Wien,
for a project devoted to Giacinto Scelsi called “Scelsi
Revisited”, realised in collaboration with the Fondazione
Isabella Scelsi in Rome and with the support of the
Fondazione Siemens. Giacinto Scelsi was one of the most
enigmatic composers of the twentieth century. An atypical
figure in the Italian musical scene, belonging to a line of
artists and intellectuals that cannot be said to subscribe to
national values, but rather fully represent the ferments and
those new waves and expressive needs that traversed
European culture throughout the twentieth century. The
importance of Scelsi is not just linked to the significance of
his vast musical output, but lies especially in the questions
he raised about the way to tackle experimental procedures
in composition, putting it into concrete practice without
forgoing the need for expression, communication and
poetry. In other words, over and above his work as a
composer, Scelsi places at the centre of attention themes
that make him one of the greatest utopians of the twentieth
century, anticipating the modern concept of “experimental
music”. I met Giacinto Scelsi in a Rome of many years
ago, during the period that has been defined culturally as
the ephemeral and politically as the years of lead: the
Sixties, complex and dramatic, but full of creative ferment,
in which Rome, the “eternal city”, seemed to explode with
sounds, poetry, images, colours and social demands. In
that Rome, frequented by the protagonists of the musical
avant-garde, of experimental theatre, of contemporary
dance, of free jazz, of musical improvisation, where
the new music united with progressive rock and the
rediscovery of the popular repertoire, the music of
Giacinto Scelsi started to spread. It was listened to in the
“sanctuaries” of the avant-garde: in the basements, the
experimental theatres, the art galleries, the “alternative”
bars of the Trastevere district, or in some of the more
“enlightened” cultural institutions. Gimme Scelsi is a tribute
to those years, in which I encountered a new world of
music where rock and the avant-garde became a single
point of reference; a tribute and an acknowledgment to the
influence that Scelsi’s music had on the languages of the
new generations, on the experiments of progressive rock,
on psychedelic culture, on different kinds of music and
music that is “different”». On April 12 at the BKA Theater
in Berlin, during the series “Unerhörte Musik”, Nicola
Sani’s Flute fatal for bass flute, piccolo and digital
soundtrack will be played by Gianni Trovalusci.

Civil tribute staged to mark
the thirtieth anniversary of
Capaci

Javier Torres Maldonado
Last December 10th at the
Wasserkirche in Zurich,
and again on December 12
at the Neuwerk in Kostanz,
Lacrymosa I for accordion
or for any aerophone
keyboard instrument, was
played by Ina Callejas.
On January 21 at the
Sémaphore in Irigny,
Ancienne chanson corse:
un portrait imaginaire for
twenty male voices divided
into 4 groups distributed in
space, was performed by
the Chœur de Chambre
Spirito directed by Nicole
Corti, and again on January
28 at the NTH8 Nouveau
Théâtre du 8e in Lyon.
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Alessandro Solbiati

Amplified Pathways
Virtual opera, vocal
chamber cycles
and new concerto

Italian Contemporary
Music for Harpsichord
The harpsichordist Luca
Quintavalle has issued
an original double CD on
Brilliant Classics (2CD
96408), titled Italian
Contemporary Music for
Harpsichord. On it, he
plays works that cover a
wide space of time, from
1988 to 2021: Ennio
Morricone’s Mordenti and
Neumi, Maurilio
Cacciatore’s Toccatina,
Leonardo Marino’s Quando
il passato era ancora
presente, Ivan Fedele’s
Suite francese, Alessandro
Solbiati’s Undici variazioni
per Ruggero, Giorgio
Colombo Taccani’s
Giannizzeri e Gendarmi
and Stefano Gervasoni’s
Suite préliminaire.

On January 26 in the Fabbrica del Vapore in Milan, during

the opening evening of the Rondò 2022 season of the
Divertimento Ensemble, a double preview viewing was
given, in anticipation of the broadcasting on the Web TV
Divertimento Ensemble Digital Stage, of Il silenzio e il canto,
virtual opera for voices and instruments, on a libretto by
Alessandro Solbiati based on texts by Homer, Dante, Kafka,
Pascoli, Rilke and Tennyson, with the soprano Maria
Eleonora Caminada, Fabio Zulli, narrator, and the soloists of
the Divertimento Ensemble, with Solbiati himself on video
direction, video realisation by Tsound and
Tommaso as sound engineer. This work was
introduced in the last number of ESZ News.
On March 31 at the Teatro Dante Alighieri in
Ravenna, during the series Ravenna Musica
2022, the guitarist Andrea Monarda will give the
world premiere of Secondo Concerto for guitar
and orchestra, with the Orchestra Filarmonica
Vittorio Calamani conducted by Pasquale
Corrado. The work will be immediately
repeated the following day, April 1, by the
same artists at the Teatro Mancinelli in Orvieto.
Solbiati explains: «The Secondo Concerto for
guitar and orchestra was written in 2022 on commission
of the Associazione “Angelo Mariani” for the Orchestra
Filarmonica Vittorio Calamani, through its artistic director,
Anna Leonardi, a dear friend and talented oboist with whom
I have already worked. Many years have passed since the
long compositional adventure of my first Concerto for guitar
and orchestra, whose successive versions, progressively for
smaller orchestral groups until becoming a chamber work,
and with various revisions of the guitar part, followed one
another from 1988 to 2016. In the meantime, my “vision” of
the guitar, an instrument I have always loved ever since my
early career, has been enriched by the experience of the
Quattro Studi (1997), some shorter works like Le sei corde
di Niccolò (2011-13) and especially Sonata (2015), in which,
under the protective shade of the clear references to
historical forms in its four movements, I greatly broadened
my horizons regarding timbre and articulation. Precisely
for this reason, in the Secondo Concerto for guitar and
orchestra I did not want to move on further in the guitar
writing, but rather preferred to rethink, expand, echo and
bring new life into the images, gestures and figures of
Sonata. The Secondo Concerto, in which the orchestra is
made up of just strings, is in fact the orchestration of
Sonata, the amplification of its pathways. The roles of the
strings are multiple: they underline or highlight the guitar
writing, sometimes replace it, or intervene with brief
episodes, at times they “frame” the solo instrument,
extending its register, and at others participate in the myriad
of subtle games. The Secondo Concerto for guitar and
orchestra is dedicated to Andrea Monarda, who inspired and
splendidly premiered Sonata». On April 8, in the Auditorium
San Fedele in Milan, a monographic concert will feature two
new works, the partial premiere, limited to movements I-V,
of Le voyage for female voice and ensemble on poems by
Charles Baudelaire, and the first concert performance of the
Tre frammenti da Leonardo for soprano and ensemble on
texts taken from Leonardo da Vinci’s Pensieri. Pasquale
Corrado will conduct the Syntax Ensemble. Regarding the
first piece, the composer writes: «In 2021, the Amici del
Syntax Ensemble asked me to write a piece for female voice
and six instruments, including the use of electronics,

something that I actually do quite rarely. In reality they were
asking for a true and proper cycle, and this worried me a
little, considering the many unreachable historical models,
from Schubert to Mahler, from Schönberg to Boulez. I turned
to one of my two “poets of my heart” (together with Rilke),
namely Charles Baudelaire, the second centenary of whose
birth was celebrated in 2021, and within his Fleurs du mal
I found a cycle of eight poems of very different lengths (the
fifth has just one line, for example) whose theme and title
have always held an indispensable place in my imagination,
le voyage, the journey. The cycle, which for now will
only be partially performed, that is the first five
movements, consists of pieces involving quite
different groups: the electronics appears in the
second, third and eighth movement, and constitutes
the whole of the fifth, without instruments, but with
recorded voices; the “tutti” is used in four
movements, while the other movements involve
various combinations. The wealth of ideas provided
by Baudelaire’s extraordinary poetic images is such
that there is a risk of “pursuing” all of them: I
constantly had to hold myself back and select just
some of them, organising them musically and
transforming them into a formal and inventive path that
constitutes my personal, fascinating “journey”. This is, and
will be, when the whole work is given in 2023, my broadest
and most involved vocal-instrumental work». About the
second piece, Solbiati comments: «The Tre frammenti da
Leonardo were written at the end of 2020 on commission
of the Syntax Ensemble. They were initially planned, in a
period when concerts were suspended due to the pandemic,
for a video of a concert whose programme was in some way
“representative of Italian art and culture”, as it would be
broadcast on a European circuit. I immediately thought that
nobody better could represent what Italy has given the world
than Leonardo da Vinci, for his universality, prophetic
capacity, and incomparable wealth of fields of action.
I chose three fragments from his Pensieri and it was his
incredible capacity for synthesis that suggested the
composition of what I might define three genuine Lieder for
voice and instruments. Each of Leonardo’s words is rich in
its perfect balance between charm and intelligence,
suggestion and ideas. And I, in all humility, have tried to
bring into my music a grain of the amazement that his words
inspire, engulfing them in a sound that I wanted to be
blurred, ungraspable, rich and yet clear. I hope I have
succeeded». A meeting with the composer, together with a
monographic concert, is scheduled during the event “Musica
del XXI Secolo”, seminars and meetings with the composers
of our time, organised in collaboration with the “L. Campiani”
Conservatory in Mantua and the Department of Musicology
and Cultural Heritage of Pavia Universtity. On March 23 in
the Auditorium of the Conservatory in Mantua, and on April
2 at the Auditorium Lattuada in Milan for the Amici di
Musica/Realtà, the ensemble Icarus vs Muzak will play
Albatros in the version for flute, clarinet and piano, “Studio
V” from Studi, second series for guitar, Ánthos, second part
for solo oboe, Sottovoci for guitar and Epos for oboe (cor
anglais) and string trio. Finally, the Sinfonia terza for
orchestra can be heard on May 20 at the Teatro Verdi in
Padua, during the series Veneto Contemporanea, with the
Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto conducted by Marco
Angius.

The new general catalogue of Suvini Zerboni is available on line.
All the works we published are listed on the website: www.esz.it
Our website also gives access to useful information such as composers biographies,
program notes, calendar of concerts and world premieres.
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Ivan Fedele

Generative Grammar
On April 22 at the Auditorium del Parco in L’Aquila,

Michele Marco Rossi and the Solisti Aquilani directed by
Pasquale Corrado will give the world premiere of TOTL
(Tags On a Time Line) for cello and string orchestra.
TOTL is the third concertante work written for cello by
Ivan Fedele after the Concerto for cello and orchestra
(1996) and EST! (2005), and joins other chamber works
like the Suites Francesi III (2010) and VI (2018,
originally for viola), and the recent Partita
(2019) featuring the same instrument. As in all
his compositions of this type, Fedele treats the
orchestra like a large space of resonance that
“reacts” to the line of the solo instrument, in
itself autonomous, through materials
(processes of multiplication diffraction, filtering,
granulation etc.) that provide a context
comparable by analogy to the sound-reactivity
of live electronics. The composer writes: «The
work consists of four movements completely
differing in character. The first is clearly based on
the “recursion” of a musical figure and its variations,
integrated by the further recursion of synchronic and
diachronic combinations with the orchestral material.
In the second movement the cello presents a slow but
relentless microtonal descent from the high to the low
register in a manner that recalls the archaic “threnody” to
which the strings provide a harmonic support generated
through a spectralist technique and a figural punctuation
that recalls that of the soloist in the first movement.
The third and fourth movements highlight even more
the “generative” grammar that substantially lies at the
basis of the composer’s compositional thought. The
form is generated according to processes of rhizomatic
transformation and the sound is transfigured into such an
estranged dimension that it almost seems electronic. The
principal of accumulation of ever tighter “waves” in the
third movement and that of granulation in the fourth, are
the technical and aesthetic parameters of the directional
vectors that guide the perception and the reconstruction
of the form during the listening». A meeting with the
composer, coupled with a monographic concert, is
scheduled during the event “Musica del XXI Secolo”,
seminars and meetings with the composers of our time,
organised in collaboration with the “L. Campiani”
Conservatory in Mantua and the Department of
Musicology and Cultural Heritage of Pavia University.
On March 9 in the Auditorium of the Conservatory in
Mantua, and again on April 30 at the Auditorium Lattuada
in Milan for the Amici di Musica/Realtà, the soloists of
Icarus vs Muzak, the soprano Anna Capiluppi and the
flautist Giovanni Mareggini will perform Reflets for piano,
the Suite francese IV for flute and Haru Haiku for
soprano, bass clarinet, cello and percussion, on
Japanese haiku poems. Still in Milan, on March 11 in the
Auditorium San Fedele, Pasquale Corrado will direct the

Syntax Ensemble in a performance of X-Tension 3
for flute, clarinet, percussion, piano, violin, cello and
electronics. The Ensemble Orchestral Contemporain
directed by Bruno Mantovani will take on tour Richiamo
for brass, percussion and electronics, on March 4 at the
Auditorium Cziffra of the Chaise-Dieu during the Festival
de La Chaise-Dieu, on March 15 at the Théâtre de la
Renaissance in Oullins (Lyon) for the Biennale
des Musiques Exploratoires (B!ME), and finally
on June 15 in Paris, in the Grande Salle du
Centre Pompidou, during Ircam’s Festival
ManiFeste. Ivan Fedele will give three
masterclasses to composition students, the first
also to performers, respectively at the
conservatories of Strasbourg, Frosinone and
Trieste. The first, coordinated by Armand
Angster, will feature the ensemble Accroche
Note, who at the end of the three days, March
23, 24 and 25, together with students of the
Conservatoire et de l’Académie Supérieure de Musique
de Strasbourg-HEAR, will give a monographic concert in
the Auditorium de la Cité de la Musique et de la Danse in
Strasbourg. The masterclass with the performers will
focus on the preparation of Liriche minime for voice and
piano (with Hae-Lim Lee and Hongye Liu), High for
clarinet (Thibaud Turpinier), Modus for two players
(Clément Waquet and Alexandre Morad), Bias for flute
and guitar (Lisa Meignin and Gaspard Schlich), some
pieces for piano and some chamber works. Instead, the
programme of the final concert will include Paroles y
palabras, four pieces for soprano and cello, Imaginary
Islands for flute, bass clarinet and piano, Maja for
soprano, piano, percussion, flute, clarinet, violin and cello
on a text by Giuliano Corti, and Fuyu haiku for female
voice, bass clarinet, cello and percussion, in its French
premiere. The ensemble Accroche Note consists of
Françoise Kubler, soprano, Armand Angster, clarinet,
Christophe Beau, cello, Lisa Meignin, flute, Emmanuel
Séjourné, percussion, and Wilhem Latchoumia, piano.
The masterclass at the Conservatory in Frosinone from
April 6 to 8 will culminate with an acousmatic concert that
foresees a performance of Orfeo al Cinema Orfeo, a tale
in music for two narrators and Midi keyboard on a text by
Giuliano Corti, and extracts from Barbara mitica, twenty
radio scenes on myths of couples on texts by Giuliano
Corti, in particular episodes 2 (Amore e Psiche), 4 (Bauci
e Filemone), 6 (Diana e Atteone), 8 (Euridice e Orfeo)
and 10 (Fedra e Ippolito). Finally, on May 3 and 4, the
“G. Tartini” Conservatory in Trieste will host a composition
masterclass again with a monographic concert. The
concert will be held on May 4 during the conservatory’s
Stagione dei Concerti and will include Pulse and Light for
two pianos and live electronics, Phasing for two pianos
and two percussionists, and Wood-Skin Tracks for two
percussionists and electronics.

New concertante work
and three masterclasses

Christophe Bertrand
Last October 15th, in the
Queen’s Cross Church in
Aberdeen, Haos and
Haïku for piano was
played by Jean-Marie
Cottet, soloist of CourtCircuit. The concert will
be repeated on March 10
at the Amphithéâtre
Richelieu of La
Sorbonne in Paris.
A performance of Satka
for flute, clarinet, violin,
cello, piano and
percussion, has been
scheduled on March 21
in South Korea by the
Ensemble Blank
conducted by Jaehyuck
Choi.

Aureliano Cattaneo

Dichotomy of Sound
A world premiere for Aureliano Cattaneo on

May 7 in Salzburg. Chiaroscuro for
ensemble will be played by the
Österreichisches Ensemble für Neue Musik
directed by Lars Mlekusch. The composer
explains: «Chiaroscuro is a work for an
ensemble of six instruments. The title refers
to the contrast present in the two materials
that make up the piece, one very high,
transparent and slow, the other rhythmic, fast
and low, which evolve, at times touching
each other, sometimes contaminating each
other, and at others repelling one another. This contrast
is also highlighted by the instruments used: saxophone

(tenor and baritone), horn, accordion, percussion,
piano and double bass. Instruments that share a
very wide register and great dynamic possibilities,
qualities that allow the construction of this dichotomy
of sound that lies at the core of Chiaroscuro». It will
be possible to hear Aureliano Cattaneo’s Seeds for
ensemble on April 27 at the Teatro Victoria Eugenia
in San Sebastián, with the Ensemble
Intercontemporain directed by Nacho De Paz.
Finally, the recording of Visibile for piccolo has
just been released on Paco Varoch’s digital
album Breathe, available on Bandcamp
(https://pacovaroch.bandcamp.com/album/breathe).

New work for the
ŒNM in Salzburg
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Malika Kishino

Sonic Dialogues
Two premieres
inspired by
Japanese culture

Filippo Perocco
On March 13 at the
Teatro Tempio in
Modena, the Ensemble
Forma Libero directed by
Carlo Emilio Tortarolo will
play Quasi una
filastrocca for flute,
clarinet, percussion,
prepared piano, violin
and cello, during the
concert season of the
Gioventù Musicale
d’Italia, Modena branch.
The cellist Michele
Marco Rossi will play
Esili canti d’attesa for
cello on March 27 at the
Barco Teatro Padua.

O n May 1 at the Kölner Philharmonie in Cologne, Peter

Veale and the Ensemble Musikfabrik conducted by Yorgos
Ziavras will give the world premiere of Shades of Echoes for
oboe (with cor anglais) and ensemble, commissioned by the
Festival Acht Brücken. The composer tells us: «Shades of
Echoes is a concerto for oboe/cor anglais
which is extended from my piece for oboe solo
Naki-Ryu (Flutter Echo), which was dedicated
to the Oboist Peter Veale. Shades of Echoes is
composed with the idea of “Musik Amnesia
Gedächtnis” (“Music Amnesia Memory”) which
is the theme of the Achtbrücken Festival 2022.
For some years now, I have been attracted to
how some particular acoustic phenomena are
adopted in the Japanese tradition and the fine
arts. For example “Naki-Ryu”, literally
translated from Japanese into “Roaring
Dragon”, can be discovered in some Japanese
temples. Here, the hand clapping sound and its fluttering
echoes are understood as the dialogue between a person
and the holy creature (Dragon). I have personally
experienced this phenomenon. The extended version of
Shades of Echoes was composed for a soloist and its
echoes, which are localised into three different levels
(downstage just behind the soloist, middle of stage,
upstage). Principally, the echoes react against the musical
materials produced by the soloist. But sometimes, the role
of “echo” and “solo” are exchanged. Another feature of this
piece is that I attempt to use the sympathetic echoes
produced by the snare drum as one of main musical
materials. Some instrumental sounds resonate with the
white noise from the snare drum and produce a layer of
echoes. For me music is an art with memory. The listener
enjoys the variation of musical materials which appear
repeatedly during the performance and so grasps the entire
structure. On the other hand, after the performance, the
listener will forget most of the details and only some will
remain in their memory as a musical experience». On May 7
in the Église Saint-Antoine-et-Sainte-Catherine in Liège, Ra
for viola and live electronics, commissioned by the Centre
Henri Pousseur in Liège, will be played by the violist Vincent
Royer with Gilles Doneux on live electronics; the production
is of the Centre Henri Pousseur. The composer explains:

«Shedding, picking, battening... using a loom to fix the warp
threads, a craftsman produces the fabric by interlacing the
weft (filling threads) through them. Ra is a kind of net textile
which is produced by the repetition of this pattern. The
different size of nets are the motives of the textile. In Ra,
I attempt to replace the patterns which are created
by wefts, warps and nets with the sound material.
Long notes or tremolos are the wefts, glissandos
and scales which are depicted by quick upwards
movements are the warps, and silence is the nets.
When these figures are played by the viola and
intertwined by the live electronic sounds, they
produce textures and layers of sound. In addition
to the patterned sound material, the form and
gestures using a cycle and circular motion also
play a very important role. Japan has a long history
of sericulture. To produce silk, the cultivation of
silkworms was developed. A silkworm is a small
and highly domestic insect whose life cycle is rather short.
After hatching from an egg, the worms take one month to
grow large enough to spin the silk. The silkworm moves its
head in figure 8 patterns as it spins the cocoon. They
continue this circular motion for almost 3 days to complete
their cocoon. People then boil those cocoons to have silk ...
We can say that the benefit of having silk is juxtaposed with
the sacrifice of the silkworms. That is the reason why people
have respected silkworms as a holy creature in the
Japanese history of sericulture. The circular motion that is
used to spin by the silkworms, is for me like a metaphor for
life chains. I represent this circular motion by arpeggios with
important and gestural sound material. In about 20 minutes,
the music progressively and permanently evolves as if it
were our life cycle or that of a silkworm. The space which is
designed by the sound layers will give us the sensation of
being surrounded by the sound of silk, inside the cocoon».
Sange for six percussionists was played on January 22
at the Maison de la Culture du Japon in Paris by Les
Percussions de Strasbourg. On March 25 in the Espace
Culture Odyssée in Eybens (France), Dialogue invisible for
nine a cappella female voices on a text by Florence Delay
can be heard in a concert of the Choeur Spirito directed by
Nicole Corti during the Festival Détours de Babel.

Jean-Luc Hervé

Organic Rhithms
A philosophic reflection
inspires a new work at
the Festival Présences
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On February 13 at the Auditorium of the Maison de

la Radio et de la Musique in Paris, during the Festival
Présences, the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France
conducted by Brad Lubman will give the world premiere of
Autre nature for orchestra and electronics, commissioned
by Radio France. Jean-Luc Hervé introduces his new work:
«Nature has always been a model for my work as a
composer. But for me nature is not simply a scenario, a
pleasant and welcoming bucolic landscape. Neither is it
the nature of the Romantics, namely nothing other than
the mirror of our emotions. Mine is another nature, closer
to the animistic or totemic conceptions of the world, a
nature traversed by energy, inhabited by multiple resonant
presences that surround us and with which we form the
community of the living. The word nature comes from the
Latin natura, future participle of the verb “nascere” (nasci ) in
the feminine. Nature translates the Greek term physis (grow).
My piece is traversed by these ideas inherent in the word
nature. It is the birth and generative development of a sonic
material that is coloured and amplified through forms and
organic rhythms. As happens with the phenomenon of the
colonisation of desert zones by vegetation, when on the bare
soil very simple forms of life begin to appear, like lichens and
mosses, followed by other more developed plants that build
on the remains of the previous forms, so my piece starts with
a burst of condensed energy in the low register, followed by

its noisy resonance in the high register. This material is
repeated, enlarged and thickened until forming a lush sonic
matter. A coda resumes the process from the beginning and
amplifies it a second time in an even more radical way,
repeating a C that becomes enriched with sonic matter
and energy at each reiteration, gradually transforming the
orchestra into a gigantic instrument with a novel timbre. At
the end of the piece the accumulated energy breaks up into
countless points that give rise to a grand polyphony of “sonic
animals” disseminated within the orchestra and the concert
hall, enchanting all the space around us». On May 11 at the
Fondation Camargo in Cassis (Marseille), for the GMEM,
during the Festival Propagations, Topos, an Ircam
coproduction, will be given its world premiere, with a repeat
performance on June 2 at the Lux in Valence, where the
work will be recorded in a studio the following day, June 3.
It will be performed by the ensemble L’Itinéraire directed by
Léo Margue. Amplification/Propagation III b for violin, viola,
cello and piano can be heard on March 14 at the Théâtre de
la Renaissance in Ouillins (Lyon), during the Biennale des
Musiques Exploratoires (B!ME), with the Ensemble Courtcircuit; then, on March 28 at the Istituto Italiano di Cultura in
Paris, Interieur rouge for piccolo, clarinet, violin, cello and
piano will be performed by the Ensemble Sine Qua Non
directed by Valerio Sannicandro.

Riccardo Panfili

Embodying a Process
This February will see the first performances of two works that

Riccardo Panfili has recently revised. On February 10 and 11 at
the Auditorium Rai “A. Toscanini” in Turin, Abitare la battaglia for
orchestra will be played by the Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale
della Rai conducted by Fabio Luisi. The work was originally
commissioned by the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino in 2017
for a concert, again conducted by Luisi, in which
Beethoven’s Ninth should have followed without
a break. The composer introduced the work as
follows: «Writing a piece that introduces
Beethoven’s Ninth is madness. What can Panfili’s
latest work introduce into the symphonic colossal
of Beethoven’s last? In the end one must yield to
the assembly line of the work and condemn
oneself to thinking. So, while I was desperately
working around the new piece, I happened to pick
up Baldini’s book, Abitare la battaglia, about Verdi
(and accursedly unfinished). And in the midst of
delirium and evening spleen, I realised that if
there was one aspect that in my mono neuronal mind related
Verdi to Beethoven, well it was “battle”, primarily a social battle:
Beethoven and the French Revolution, the dedication of the
Third to Napoleon, the universalist hymn of the Ninth; Verdi who
gives voice to the marginal: whores (Traviata), foundlings and
gypsy mothers devastated by pain (Trovatore), the exiled and
enslaved (Aida), psychotic soldiers (Otello) etc. But also “battle”
with their own musical material: both Verdi and Beethoven were
constantly engaged in a fierce struggle with their own language,
refining it, furiously remoulding it (listen to Oberto and then to
Falstaff, to Beethoven’s first Piano Sonata and then op. 111). I
turned immediately to “battle”: a piece that would try to embody,
to innervate the process of battle (“as an interior experience”, as
Jünger would say). A piece of music seen as a Kampfplatz. This,
in short, was the genesis of Abitare la battaglia». On February
11 (and again on February 13) in the Auditorium in Milan, the
first performance of the revised version of the Concerto for
percussion soloist and orchestra will be given by Simone Rubino
and the Orchestra Sinfonica di Milano Giuseppe Verdi
conducted by Kristjan Järvi. Panfili explains: «This is a collective
work: a binary effort (theologically speaking, from a trinitary
viewpoint); or a lame duck that has fed on a close (ecstatic)
confrontation, a “correspondence of amorous senses” between
me and Simone Rubino, visionary of art (and of life) dressed up
as a percussionist. Music written jointly, the outcome of a
bicinium of deliriums sung through the microphones of the
telephone. The Concerto started its “birth” precisely in the month
when the virus exploded in Italy: in February 2020. The whole of
the first movement was written during the so-called lockdown;
suddenly strange words sprang out wildly from the TV, from the
front pages of the press (“wild wolves have broken through the
door”, as Trakl wrote): intensive care, contagion, closures, “we
can make it”, “we’ll come out better”, the marketing of work
clothing, “it’s just a plain influenza”, “we can’t block the
production”. Then the military trucks loaded with corpses,
leaving Bergamo. The first movement is called “La caduta
(Der Untergang)”: think of the traditional musical forms, the
sonata form, the rondo, the three-part romanza. Well, this first
movement is in the form of agony. Of the expiry of an organism.
While, already in full lockdown, they spoke of reopening,
restarting the production machine, slaughtering Easter lambs
on the altar of the market, and stock market quotes, music was
focused, stunned, on the daily bulletins of the dead, on the
elderly that said goodbye to their children and grandchildren,
and went to die alone, of asphyxia, their last farewells made
over the cellphone, the health worker heroes of the health
dictatorship who earned 100 Euros from the electoral prize
money decreed by the functionaries of the political lottery.
In June 2020 the first movement – like an agony – had ended:
the music dies, expires, the breath shattered, the body rigid,
the summer bookings announced as “sold out”, the “junk TV”
population that proclaims “there’s no Covid”. Archival work for
the second movement, which lasts until December: recording
and cataloguing statements from the common people, the press,
the politicians, about the pandemic: “Covid is a dangerous
pandemic”; “no, Covid doesn’t exist, it’s an invention of the

Two scores proposed
in new versions

higher powers”; “the virus circulates”; “the virus is dead, and it is
brought here by the immigrants”; “the immigrants and Covid are
an invention of the higher powers in league with the 5G of the
earth”; “100.000 dead exceeded: so we’ll reopen everything,
immediately”. After the death of God all we needed was the
appearance of Reality. Everything is virtual, everything is
opinion: when I wake up in the morning the first thing
I do now is to check my identity card, because I don’t
trust myself. From the German press: “It’s impossible
to understand how in Italy they can live with 300 deaths
a day without considering this massacre a national
tragedy”. If this was pre-Covid normality, rather than
restoring it, we should abolish it: this could be the motto
of the second movement, titled “…sarà l’assalto…”.
Think of some paintings by Magritte in which background
and foreground collide, are confused, shuffling the cards
of signification: this second movement rereads the first,
inverting (or rather, subverting) its relations. What in the
first movement is a slow decline of the inorganic, here
becomes a hypothesis of battles, a manual of submerged
resistance armed with maps and illustrations of guerrilla hunting
techniques engraved in cast iron; a “walk in the woods”, a
“taking to the bush” of the minority, as in the poetry Franco
Fortini from which it is inspired: “Le trincee erano qui. / C’è ferro
ancora tra i sassi. / L’ottobre lavora nuvole. / La guerra finì da
tanti anni. / L’ossario è in vetta. / Siamo venuti di notte / tra i
corpi degli ammazzati. / Con fretta e con pietà / abbiamo dato il
cambio. / Fra poco sarà l’assalto” (Franco Fortini, “La linea del
fuoco” from La posizione, 1962-1968)». On February 27 in
Terni, during the season i Concerti di Hydra, movements I and II
of Antagonie for double bass and piano will be given their first
performance by Daniele Roccato, double bass, and Lucrezia
Proietti, piano. The composer reflects on this new work:
«Antagonie is the fruit of a friendship, between the composer,
Daniele Roccato and Lucrezia Proietti. It is dedicated to them.
Not as a footnote, but note by note. Like all the micro-offspring
of the deconstructionist fashion, the title is threefold allusive.
Allusions present in the title in order of appearance: 1)
Antagonie alludes to the Antagonisms; faded youth of political
militancy; 2001: G8 in Genoa with the Antagonists of the White
suits (or the Disobedient): end of the militancy in the extraparliamentary left; naufragium feci bene navigavi. 2) Antagonie
alludes to Agonies: the pain for things (for lives) that expire like
broods of neurons on Facebook. 3) Following the first two very
serious points, Antagonie alludes to the famous line “Antani, con
la supercazzola prematurata e lo scappellamento a destra” of
Conte Mascetti: as if points 1. and 2. were nothing but a load of
nonsense. The composition will be in 5 mini-movements: the
performance on February 27 will feature only the first two,
mainly due to the composer’s slow pace of working. The first
mini-movement is called “Storia intensiva dell’oblio”: the whole
of History is a history of forgetfulness, oblivion. “Intensive”
because from 2020 onwards, to the indiscrete eye it might seem
that the entire West (dangerously coinciding with the whole
world) is in intensive care. The second mini-movement has the
title “Tassi al rialzo strafatti di metredina” and alludes to the
shifting daily infection rates (the “Tassi”) and the reaction of the
stockmarket, apparently linked to the use of amphetamines. In
the finale of this mini-movement, there is a sixteenth-century,
vaguely Monteverdian, reference with a citation in the score
from Torquato Tasso. The third mini-movement will be called
“Autonomist working bass” (from “walking bass” because the
piece is a brief passacaglia), which might also be read as
“working class”. The fourth mini-movement will be titled “Bhajan”
(a Hindu religious chant): a tribute to Daniele, and to his interest
in music of the Indian oral tradition. The fifth mini-movement is
an attempt to reinstate the tradition of the anthem, as in the
National Anthem, updated to the very latest ethical-social
dimensions of contemporary society. It is an “Inno Internazionale
delle Idiocrazie contemporanee”, (“International Anthem Hymn
of the contemporary Idiocracies”), applicable to any idiocratic
nation». Finally, on December 26 last year, the pianist
Alessandro Deljavan played Les mots de la tribu (d’après
“Alborada del gracioso”) for piano at the Rachmaninov Hall
in St Petersburg.
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Valerio Sannicandro

Listening Prospective
Three new works
in Stuttgart, Madrid
and Paris

Long-awaited
concertante work
can finally be heard

Three world premieres for Valerio Sannicandro in the first

months of 2022. On February 6 at the Theaterhaus in
Stuttgart, during the ECLAT Festival Neue Musik, Visio Fictio for 24 voices and three violas in a separate space will
be given its first performance by the SWR Vokalensemble
and the violists Geneviève Strosser, Elijah Spies and
Patricia Torres, directed by Martina Batič. The composer
tells us: «Some years ago, quite by chance, I discovered
a Canzona by Dante Alighieri written in three languages
(Italian, Provençal and Latin). It revealed to me how the
need to artistically express complexity, multiplicity and
coexistence could be so ancient. At times the past can
hold many surprises: searching beyond the common
barriers, questioning perception, inventing new questions
rather than answers, suggesting a political as well as an
anthropological-cultural vision, seem to be the main points
of this brief literary composition. Thus a diptych, with a short
first part (Visio) for three violas and a second part (Fictio)
for 24 solo voices and three violas (in a separate space),
attempts to create a process of memory and to transcend
the usual way of perceiving sounds in time. This listening
perspective is therefore suggested during the first part,
which presents a summary of the composition, realised by
the three violas (with different mutes, simulating a sense
of spatiality). The second section, the main part of the
composition, is built on the four stanzas in a form that
follows the structure of the lines (and languages) of the
literary text, creating situations of interpolation between the
two different acoustics (the natural one of the voices and
the artificial one of the three violas transmitted through
loudspeakers). A dephasage of the time, but also of the
acoustics. Regarding the vocal writing, different ways of
sound production are used to instill a sense of spatiality
within the frontal arrangement of the performers: echo,
change of direction of the projection, actions with the

hands, effects of resonance». On February 18 at the
Espacio Ronda in Madrid, Tactile Songs IV for clarinet,
alto saxophone, violin and piano, will be given its world
premiere by the Ensemble Opus 22. The composer
introduces the work as follows: «In this version, written for
the ensemble Opus 22, Tactile Songs IV explores a palette
of timbres consisting of ephemeral sounds and concrete
and pulsating aggregates, conceived to produce continuous
changes in the depth of sound. With suspended sounds, of
a percussive nature, and an imaginary song made up of
indeterminate pitches and resonances vocal in timbre, the
composition unfolds like a moto perpetuo and with constant
thickening. In this series of works for four instruments titled
Tactile Songs, the lack of percussion projects the sonic
texture into a register of impalpable pitches, shades of a
song that comes from afar giving the whole work a
mysterious, almost lunar character. The piano on the other
hand, transformed into a percussion instrument, produces
unreal sounds, at times dramatic, lending a decidedly new
direction to the future evolutions of the scheme». Finally,
on March 28 at the Istituto Italiano di Cultura in Paris, Tre
nuclei ed echi for flute, clarinet, violin and cello in echo will
be given its world premiere by the Ensemble Sine Qua Non
directed by the composer himself, who explains: «As a
further development of a composition from 2017, three
short pieces based on fixed pitches that move around
microtonal and timbral shifts, Tre nuclei ed echi presents
four spatialized instruments, with the cello at the back of the
hall creating resonances, echoes and impulses aimed at
simulating an effect of spatiality and spatialization. A vocal
character runs through the whole composition, from the
first piece, essentially a free and suspended song, to the
following two, made of voices and extremely dense
fragments with shifting and complex timbres».

Francesco Ciurlo

Relentless Flux
The world premiere of Abstraction to the Point of,

concerto for oboe and ensemble, rescheduled following the
pandemic emergency, will take place on February 3 at the
Theaterhaus in Stuttgart, during the Festival ECLAT, with a
repeat performance on February 20 at the WDR Funkhaus
am Wallrafplatz in Cologne. It will be played by the soloist
Peter Veale and the Ensemble Musikfabrik directed by
Clement Power. The Italian premiere will be on March 23
in the Sala Donatoni of the Fabbrica del Vapore in Milan,
during the Rondò 2022 season, with the oboist Luca
Avanzi and the Divertimento Ensemble directed by
Charles-Eric Fontaine. The composer tells us: «This
work for oboe soloist and ten-piece ensemble is in three
movements. The first, “Claustrofobico”, consists of a series
of 71 fragments, always led by the voice of the oboe, which
proceed inexorably and inescapably in search of a form
that could be at the same time both continuous and
discreet. The second movement, “Geometrico e freddo”,
is built on and around the sound of some bichords on the

oboe. These sounds, delicate but also ragged and metallic,
lie at the centre of long agglomerates of chords that almost
seem to be an amplification, in various directions, of the
bichords. In the third movement, “In equilibrio sulle punte”,
the rhythmic ostinato led by the percussion is maintained
from start to finish. The oboe retains its function as a
chordal “centre”, as in the second movement, but in the
context of a relentless and obsessive flux, until reaching
a sudden acceleration that unleashes a maximum of
virtuosity on the part of the soloist». Still in February,
Esercizi Chirali for two violins will be broadcast, in a
recording made by the members of the Quartetto Pulse in
Bremen last December. From January 4 to 31, Francesco
Ciurlo was in residence in Krems an der Donau, as part of
a project for hosting artists from all over the world
promoted by the Lower Austria region. There he started
work on a new composition for Paetzold flute and
ensemble commissioned by the flautist Elisabeth Wirth.

Maurizio Azzan
I

n limine for violin, cello and piano can be
heard on February 24 at the Istituto Italiano di
Cultura in Paris, with the Trio Chagall. On April
7 at the “D. Cimarosa” Conservatory in Avellino,
Emanuele Torquati will play Time Changes the
Memory of Things for piano. On January 13,
during the series “Musica del XXI Secolo”,
seminars and meetings with the composers of
our time, organised in collaboration with the “L.
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Campiani” Conservatory in Mantua and the
Department of Musicology and Cultural Heritage of
the University of Pavia, a seminar was held on
vocality and the experimentation on the voice in the
works of Azzan, from Aria(e). Tre studi sull’aura for
voice, percussion and smart electronics, to Ariadne,
monodrama-installation in three movements for voice,
five players and live electronics, with a composition
masterclass the following day, January 14.

Daniela Terranova

The Tenderness of the Clouds
These months see two world premieres and a series of

repeat performances for Daniela Terranova. On March 22
at Das OFF Theater in Vienna, during the series “Cercle Konzertreihe für neue Musik”, To Swim in the Open Sky for
bass flute and electronics will be given its first performance by
Alessandro Baticci. The composer explains: «To Swim in the
Open Sky takes its title from a quotation of Eugène Boudin,
who some centuries ago, exploring the vastness and depth
of the sky, swam metaphorically in the open air,
asking himself how it might be possible to
represent through the limited physicity of matter,
the changing intensity of the light and the colours,
or to achieve the tenderness of the clouds (“Nager
en plein ciel. Arriver aux délicatesses du nuage.
Suspendre ces masses au fond, bien lointaines
dans la brume grise, faire éclater l’azur »). Using
sonic material and the space that contains it, I
asked myself similar questions, trying to construct
an image of the open horizon. The instrument
therefore evokes, through its sound, an abstract,
free and boundless space. It tries to do so with a
dilated breath that broadens like the extension of
the body that produces it, in a gradual accumulation of layers
and emotional resonances. Thanks to the electronics, the
voice of the flute is multiplied, giving rise to a play of
mirrorings in which each identity seems blurred». Then, on
May 20 in Padua, during the festival Veneto Contemporanea,
the first performance of the revised version of Light Cloud,
Dark Cloud. D’après Rothko for clarinet and orchestra will be
given by Roberta Gottardi and the Orchestra di Padova e del
Veneto conducted by Marco Angius. The composer introduces
the work: «There are some works that seem to belong to us
more than others, and sometimes the first imagination of a
sound does not exhaust, or is unable to fully express, the
wealth of a thought that continues to delve within us and to
suggest new shapings. This is the case with Light Cloud, Dark
Cloud. D’après Rothko, a score for solo clarinet and orchestra
composed in 2019 that, after three years, becomes again the
object of an exploration in which new extensions and
colourings find space, aimed at further investigating the
relations of closeness or distance between the instrumental
soloist and the orchestra. The title of the work is a tribute to
the essential, luminous and vibrant painting of Mark Rothko
and to his contemplation of a space-colour capable of evoking
mystic and immaterial atmospheres, interrogating the enigma
of unexplored and silent depths. Just as Rothko places colour
at the core of every emotion, depriving the observer of
reassuring figurative references, I wanted to place timbre
at the core of each sonic event. Above all the timbre of the
clarinet, which foregoes any display of power or facile
virtuosity in this score. I have not asked the performer for a
virtuosity that could match the quantity or speed of the notes
produced, preferring to assign the clarinet the role of the

emotional referent of the score, enwrapping it inside the folds
of the orchestral body. The work opens with long, tense
sounds, which outline the extreme limits of the high and low
registers of the instrument. Fragile lines of multiphonic sounds
float in the middle register, suspended within the distance that
separates the opposite edges, generating wakes that are
reflected in the stratified veils of the orchestra. The possibility
to dissolve the long notes into multiphonics that touch the low
register (underblown) or that are projected towards
the high harmonics (overblown) allows the space to
be expanded vertically, creating depths emphasized
by the strings, which paint backdrops sometimes
traced by single notes and sometimes in patches,
sustaining the breath of the soloist, and reflecting
its variety of timbres like mirrors. The sound of the
clarinet thickens into an apparent stasis, inhabited
by a wholly interior movement, which is translated
in the micro articulation of detail and the tension of
vibrant and dynamically changing sounds. The
soloist is an immobile motor, as one can tell from
the very first notes, which rent the silence and
attract towards themselves the action of the
orchestra which amplifies their sound, reverberating and
multiplying it, offering the listener multifaceted thickenings
of chromatic clouds and immaterial atmospheres. The pace
loses its pulsation in favour of a constant flow, which dilates
and slows down the listener’s perception». On January 28
at the Espacio Turina in Seville, during the XI Festival
Encuentros Sonoros, Taller Sonoro played Still Life with
Roses for ensemble. Francesco Dillon and Emanuele Torquati
will play the Variazioni sul bianco for cello and piano on
February 12 at Castiglione del Lago, during the Festival
Trame Musicali, and on February 13 at the Teatro
Sperimentale in Ancona, for the Amici della Musica “Guido
Michelli”. On March 13 at the Teatro Tempio in Modena, Carlo
Emilio Tortarolo will conduct the Ensemble Forma Libero in a
performance of Notturno in forma di rosa for flute, clarinet,
violin, cello and piano, during the concert season of the
Gioventù Musicale d’Italia, Modena branch. Silvia Cignoli will
take on tour And Time Lets Fall Its Drop for electric guitar, on
March 19 at the Sala Puccini of the “G. Verdi” Conservatory
in Milan and on March 25 at the “G. Cantelli” Conservatory in
Novara, during the series “Il mondo della Chitarra”. On March
23 at the Gare du Nord in Basel, Di natura sottile in the
version for flute, clarinet, percussion, piano, violin and
cello will be played by the Ensemble Interface. Alessandra
Rombolà will play Breathing Rust and Clouds for flute in Oslo,
on April 30 during the Only Connect Festival and on May 5 at
the Istituto Italiano di Cultura. Finally, in the same concert to
be held on May 5 at the Istituto Italiano di Cultura in Oslo,
Benedetto Boccuzzi will play A Landscape in My Hands for
piano.

Two premieres
contemplate light
and space

Simone Cardini
Last December 19,
Claudio Pasceri gave the
world premiere of Sul
limitare del mio sguardo
for cello, at the Chiesa
della SS. Annunziata in
Guarene (Cuneo), during
the EstOvest Festival.
Restare non ha luogo for
piano can be heard in
Paris, at the Théâtre des
Bouffes du Nord during
the Festival “Pianos,
pianos”, on March 13,
played by Claudia Chan.
On March 21 in the
Taube Atrium Theater in
San Francisco, Deriva,
in margine ad una
lontananza, dimentica
for flute, bass clarinet,
piano, violin and cello,
will be played by the
Earplay New Chamber
Music Ensemble.

Federico Gardella

Liminal Places
On January 30 at the Salle de l’Institut of Orléans
Conservatory, Filippo Gorini gave the world premiere of
Sonata d’altura for solo piano; the same pianist will also give
the Italian premiere on February 12 at the Teatro Vittoria in
Turin during the season of the Unione Musicale. Gardella
introduces his new work: «Why write a “sonata”, today? I
began to compose Sonata d’altura with this question in mind.
Writing a sonata, a sonata for piano, for someone (like me)
who has devoted years of study to the piano, certainly has the
flavour of a nostos, a return home after a long journey. At the
same time, however, writing it today means believing that
music can (still) speak through its form, is (still) able to find
in its own roots a sense of its blossoming. But, here, we are
dealing with a sonata “on high ground”, with music that
inhabits impervious, liminal places. These are places of
confines, dialects of sound in which to try not so much to

New work for solo piano
and two performances
shape one’s own language, but rather one’s own voice, as
Hofmannsthal suggested. The two movements that make
up the sonata (“Immobile, fulmineo” and “Precipitato”) are
not antagonists, they are on the contrary built on the same
material, material that, observed from different points of view,
attempts to imagine itself able to speak to the silence with
the words of its ancient dialect». Memorie di tempesta
for cello and piano was played on November 12 at the
Protestantische Kirche am Markt in Rockenhausen, during
the series Zeit für Neue Musik, with Yuya Okamoto, cello,
and Tomoki Kitamura, piano. On March 12 at the Hangar
Rosso Tiepido in Modena, during the season of the Amici
della Musica, Maria Eleonora Caminada and Leonardo De
Marchi will give the Italian premiere of Mikro-Lieder ohne
Worte for soprano and guitar.
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Sara Caneva

Instaneous Life
New works in festivals
in Genoa and Padua

Caterina Di Cecca
Ex abrupto for double
bass will be played in
April in Portland
(Oregon), in a concerto
in the series Verdant
Vibes @ PDX, with
Jacob Richman.

On December 18 in the Salone di Rappresentanza of

Palazzo Tursi in Genoa, during the Festival Le Strade del
Suono: “Grido”, the first performance of Those Who Have
the Right to Yell - Won’t for flute, violin, cello, double bass
and electronics, was given by the Eutopia
Ensemble, who commissioned the piece.
The composer writes: «The piece aims to
represent the contrast between active
protesters/violent yellers and those who
hesitate to express their ideas openly. It
also relates to self-objectification that
reduces the self to one single function in
the foreground, versus the many hidden
and precious features of the true self that
remain blurred behind a barrier. Physically,
in the piece, an opaque extra-large screen
splits the ensemble into two. This concept
is reiterated through the persistence of repeated rigid
alternations between loud and soft, foreground and
background, both visually and musically. The structure also
features a subtle and almost unconscious elaboration:
gradually the siren is introduced in the tape before it breaks
out and then stops abruptly, while slowly and softly – but
lively – the strings in the background move towards a higher
register. They then briefly become part of the overall protest
game, but this soon dissolves into an on-going peaceful

everyday soundscape, what remains after the protest. This
piece is also connected to my PhD project “Visual stimuli
and acoustic perception”». On April 30 at the Teatro Verdi
in Padua, during the series Veneto Contemporanea, the
world premiere of Fondale mobile, in the version for
chamber orchestra, will be given by the Orchestra di
Padova e del Veneto conducted by Sara Caneva
herself. The new work is introduced as follows:
«Many microscopic movements, like those of a
sea bed, are continuous, some are cyclic. The
gradualness of the processes of transformation is, in
some way, reassuring. There will be time to get used
to it. And what if that is not enough? If we moved
away, up higher, to get a wider view, how would our
sea bed appear? And if we moved away likewise
from time and this was compressed, would the
gradualness be more or less evident? Fondale
mobile starts from reflection on the immediate alterations of
the landscape we experience, for example, when we cover
a lot of ground in a short space of time. This short piece
puts into practice sound events: there is no preparation for
the events, just instantaneous life and different varieties.
The low instruments, the bed of the orchestra, are in the
foreground and act intensely to move the context. The
whole world can be a sea bed: the perception depends on
our personal “altitude”».

Leonardo Marino

The Limbo in Which We Live
New concerto and a
choral work inspired
by Virginia Woolf
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On January 16 at the Funkhaus Wallrafplatz in Cologne,

We Were Come to See the Dawn - Eclipse for choir and
seven instruments on a text by Virginia Woolf from
The Sun and the Fish, was given its world premiere
by the Chorakademie des WDR Rundfunkchores
and the Orchesterakademie des WDR
Sinfonieorchesters conducted by Joanna Natalia
Ślusarczyk. The composer explains: «We Were
Come to See the Dawn is based on extracts
from Virginia Woolf’s The Sun and the Fish. This
brief text is a chronicle, embellished by the great
writer’s imagination, of the total eclipse of the
sun on 29 June 1927. Virginia Woolf has left us
an almost cinematographic description of this
fascinating phenomenon, that had an incredible
impact on the British population of the time. I
decided to set this text to music for two reasons.
In the first place, the writer describes the eclipse
as a natural event, but dwells on how its consequences
might change the collective perception of the world. She
makes use of an apocalyptic vocabulary in her account,
almost as if the momentary disappearance of the sun were
a premonition of the destiny of humanity. According to the
author, the awareness of this destiny could even push
humanity towards a transformation. Secondly, Virginia
Woolf employs the pronoun “we” throughout the text, as can
also be noted from the title I have chosen, suggesting that
the sharing of this experience might give rise to a sort of
ritual in which each single individual is bound to the others.
This particular use of language allowed me to use the choir
as the representation of society. These two elements
describe, I believe, something very similar to the current
situation, to the limbo in which we live, to this long eclipse
in which we are trapped, waiting for the sun to start shining
once again. “We were no longer in the same relation to
people, houses and trees; we were related to the whole
world”». The world premiere of the Concerto for cello and
orchestra is scheduled for April 7 at the Kodály Centre in
Pécs (Hungary), with Ditta Rohmann and the Pannon

Philharmonic Orchestra again conducted by Joanna Natalia
Ślusarczyk. Marino tells us: «The piece, still in progress, is
built on two main fulcrums: memory and the symbiotic
relation between instrument and instrumentalist.
The way in which our brain stores and elaborates
diachronic information has always struck me as
fascinating and mysterious. What intrigues me
most about this phenomenon is not the
scientific/neurological aspect but rather the
experiential one, an aspect that everyone who
makes use of it, musician or not, knows in a
more or less conscious way. Our memory
contorts, stratifies, idealises, recomposes,
compresses and/or expands time, in a process
of unconscious rewriting of the music itself. This
concerto is supposed to be a memory, music
that resurfaces in the hands of the cellist.
Iridescent music that flows thanks to the
memories generated by the soloist, of which the orchestra
is an emanation. Music that is a conflict between sound and
the memory of the sound itself. The sound is embodied by
the soloist. The soloist and his/her instrument are fused into
a single conflictual entity with undefined edges. Put briefly,
this concerto sets out to be a representation of the relation
of fusion between a musician, the instrument and the
sound, and how this relation is filtered by perception and
memory». A new piece for piano by Leonardo Marino will be
premiered at the Salle de l’Institut of the Théâtre d’Orléans,
during the first round of the 15e
Concours International de Piano
d’Orléans that will take place on
April 4 and 5, with Koki Sato.
Finally, Marina Notaro has
included Breaker for tenor
saxophone on the CD Maschere.
New Music for Solo Saxophone
issued by Da Vinci Classics
(C00470).

Andrea Mannucci

Poetic Dualism
On February 12 in the Sala Imperio of the Hotel Due

Torri in Verona, during the III Festival delle Arti
Contemporanee, Zelda e Francis, chamber song for voice,
clarinet, violin, cello and piano on a text by Marco Ongaro,
will be premiered by Enrico Frigo, voice, Gabriele Galvani,
clarinet, Louise Antonello, violin, Afra Mannucci, cello, and
Andrea Mannucci himself on piano. The composer
introduces his new work: «Although starting from
two pre-existing semantic systems (poetic
language and musical language), the song of
the singer-songwriter constitutes a single,
inseparable narrative and metric unit. It is not, in
fact, possible to separate music and text, just as
it is not possible to separate its performance,
which becomes the third essential semantic
element: it can therefore be considered an art
form, and more precisely a new, autonomous
genre. Taking this axiom of Roberto Vecchioni as
certain, this new collaboration with the librettist
and writer Marco Ongaro has taken up this
inclination with the intention of rendering popular music
cultured and cultured performance popular. The text tells
the story of Zelda and the writer Francis Scott Fitzgerald, a
public couple in the era of jazz, determined in their destiny
of dissolute youth, of decadent grandeur, of art condemned
to an elegance impossible to support. Aesthetic rigour
caught up in the wild vortex of vitality». La figlia della
memoria, concerto for string orchestra in memory of
Beatrice Milani, freely inspired by the novel of the same
name by Adele Desideri, will be given its world premiere
on February 20 in the Auditorium Rai “Arturo Toscanini” in
Turin, with the Cameristi of the OSN Rai and Alessandro
Milani, violin and conductor. The composer explains:
«La Figlia della Memoria is a concerto for string orchestra
freely inspired by Adele Desideri’s novel of the same name
and speaks of childhood and adolescence, re-emerging
within us throughout our whole life like a dream, in an
alternation of light and dark. It is the moment in which we
perceive and practise the very essence of every thing and
feed on joy and the deepest sufferings. We have a
precocious sensation of the inadequacy of adults,
especially in our most profound experiences. And it is the
moment in which we look at ourselves and reflect: every
instant becomes a mirror – in our relations with nature,
with people, with our body. The piece is divided into five
sections, each linked to an incipit from which rigorous
technical criteria and empirical suggestions are drawn, in a
poetic dualism that is antithetic and contrasting. In the first
section, a melody instills a sense of imminent danger and
poignant love. Just like life, this musical motive runs, flows,
attracts… but something, deep down, isn’t right… almost
as if a storm is suddenly arriving. In the second section
the harmony follows an unstable course, like when we
encounter a rope suspended in the void: at times more
firm, at others, instead, full of trembling distress. In the
third section the music starts slowly, then becomes
rhythmic, intense, complex, in a duel between two
opposing instances that face one another, dancing
feverishly on the score, from one bar to the next. In the
fourth section a whirlwind gradually emerges, rises, and
then sinks. There is no respite, in this piece, but rather the
search, the tormented expectation for a respite, which
urges towards a crescendo, dissolving, in desolate
dissolution. In the fifth section (“Ho ottenuto quello che
volevo. Ritrarmi dal mondo. Ho trovato quello che
desideravo. L’Amore. L’Amore che, solo, resiste
nell’eternità”) the horizon stretches out in an ecstatic calm:
the sense of expectation reappears, here full, though, of
mystery. Thus, a dialogue blossoms with the unutterable
that lies within man, and is also beyond man. The
unutterable that seems to have an unusual human voice,
the voice of the solo violin that stands out, solitary, towards
the infinite… The concerto La Figlia della Memoria was
written for the Cameristi d’archi of the Orchestra Sinfonica
della Rai and is dedicated to Beatrice Milani». On March

26 in the Basilica di Sant’Anastasia in Verona, during the
III Festival delle Arti Contemporanee, the Orchestra da
Camera del Conservatorio di Musica “E.F. Dall’Abaco”
conducted by Gianmarco Scalici with the soloists of the
NED Ensemble Filippo Tonon, narrator, Carlotta Bellotto
and Nadina Calistru, sopranos, will perform Vespro
universale, sacred cantata, version for two sopranos and
chamber orchestra taken from the prayer of
Pope Francis in March 2020. Mannucci tells us:
«The are days in everyone’s life in which one is
aware of witnessing the writing of pages of
history. Fragments that remain inerasable, able
to raise emotions days or years afterwards.
That extraordinary moment of prayer led by
Pope Francis during the pandemic will never
be forgotten. All those who saw the live images
from an empty St Peter’s Square on March 27
2020 and heard the voice of the Holy Father,
will never forget it. His words seemed to me
rocks, like swords that pierce the heart of every
man. So it came naturally to me to make use of them to
leave a musical testimony. After receiving permission from
the Dicastery of the Vatican, I divided the text into three
parts, alternating passages from the gospels with extracts
from the Pope’s prayer. In the first part there is the
expectation of catastrophe, in the second the rebellion of
the man who tries to walk alone without the support of the
faith, in the third part the forgiveness and final prayer. The
need to make the Pope’s message comprehensible led me
to mediate my compositional rigour with the necessity to
transmit strong emotions, like those I felt on that epic
evening when all seemed lost». Another world premiere
will take place during the presentation of the second
edition of Renzo Cresti’s book Musica Presente, on April 8
at the “F. Venezze” Conservatory in Rovigo, to be repeated
the following day, April 9, at the “E.F. Dall’Abaco”
Conservatory in Verona. Gabriele Galvani will play La rosa
bianca for bass clarinet, which the composer introduces as
follows: «The composition is linked to and inspired by two
opposing concepts connected to the symbol of the White
Rose. One is the synonym of purity: the white rose
appears very frequently in religious iconography and is
associated with the Virgin Mary, one of the purest figures
of all times. The other is the symbol of a German
resistance movement against the Nazi dictatorship formed
by students and is essentially based on Christian values
and non-violent actions. It translates musically into a sort of
form divided into three uninterrupted parts: the first built on
rhythmic successions and contrasting dynamics
(resistance movement), followed by a slow and meditative
movement (symbol of purity); the third part launches into a
sort of dance on the word “Libertà” based on an extract
from Goethe’s Epimenides Erwachen, a text that appeared
on one of the leaflets distributed secretly by the resistance
movement». Sogna for voice and piano on a text by Ida
Travi from Canto del moribondo e del neonato was
performed on January 29, during the III Festival delle Arti
Contemporanee, in the Sala Imperio of the Hotel Due Torri
in Verona, with Carlotta Bellotto, soprano, and Federico
Donadoni, piano. On March 12, again during the same
Festival delle Arti Contemporanee and in the Sala Imperio
of the Hotel Due Torri in Verona, Canti di Dante for soprano
and piano trio was performed by the sopranos Carlotta
Bellotto and Nadina Calistru, Miranda Mannucci, violin,
Afra Mannucci, cello, and Andrea Mannucci, piano. The
work can be heard again on March 13 during the XIV
Festival of the NED Ensemble, in the Auditorium Celesti in
Desenzano. On March 27, still during the XIV Festival of
the NED Ensemble, and once again in the Auditorium
Celesti in Desenzano, L’albero di Elsa for voice and piano
from Elsa Respighi’s Cinquant’anni di vita nella musica, in
a poetic re-elaboration by Marina Popadic, will be
performed by Valentina Di Blasio, soprano, and Ilaria
Cavalleri, piano. On April 3 in the same concert hall,
Roberto Felicioni will play Due pezzi for piano.

Four new works based
on an organic relation
with the word

Sándor Veress
On January 17 at the
Musik Akademie Basel,
the Concerto for clarinet
and orchestra was played
in the critical edition of
Andreas Traub by students
of the Academy. The
Orchestre Philharmonique
de Radio France
conducted by Nicolas
Altstaedt will play the
Quattro danze transilvane
for string orchestra on
February 26 at the
Auditorium Radio France
in Paris.

Ernest Bloch
On February 22, 24 and
26 at the Kulas Hall of
the Cleveland Institute
of Music (CIM), the CIM
Opera Theater will stage
Macbeth, opera in three
acts on a libretto by
Edmond Fleg after
Shakespeare.
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Giorgio Colombo Taccani
New works in Genoa
and in Slovakia

Relation with Memory
On December 4 last year, in the church of San Donato in

Goffredo Petrassi
On February 25 in Basel,
at the Großer Saal of the
Musik Akademie Basel,
the Ensemble Diagonal
der Hochschule für
Musik Basel directed by
Jürg Henneberger will
perform Propos d’Alain
for baritone and 12
players.

Genoa, during the series “L’antico e il nuovo” organised by
the Associazione Culturale Pasquale Anfossi, Natalino
Ricciardo gave the world premiere of Memorandum for solo
horn. Colombo Taccani explains: «I had been waiting for
some time to tackle a work for solo horn, something lacking in
my wide-ranging catalogue, a task that besides curiosity also
understandably raised certain misgivings. The providential
request from an important soloist like Natalino Ricciardo
finally gave me the opportunity. Memorandum follows
structural course that is quite recurrent in my recent works, a
course linked to the ever increasing desire to construct a clear
and immediate relation with the memory of the listener: it
opens with a brief cell built from a nervous antecedent tangled
around a major third, followed by the tired glissandos of a
consequent, constantly slowing down. In the first part of
the piece this cell is repeated, varying both the relative
dimensions and the proportions of these two elements, and in
particular gradually incorporating new components. This then
expands, accentuating the humoral and kaleidoscopic
character, until reaching a maximum of phraseological
articulation and notable instrumental virtuosity. From here on,
the path turns back on itself, gradually losing components and
extinguishing the character of the repetitions. A short coda
leads the path to the instrument’s lowest register in a climate
of increasing stillness, until a final glimmering jolt in the high
register». Last Picture of A.S. for piano and saxophone
quartet will be given its world premiere in Slovakia on March
8 in the Hall of the Kosice Philharmony, and will be repeated
on March 9 in in the cultural center Little Berlin of Trnava, and
on March 10 in the Studio of the Slovak Radio Orchestra of
Bratislava, with Ladislav Fanzowitz on piano and the Rascher
Saxophone Quartet. Colombo Taccani writes: «After some
years I wanted to follow up a piece for tenor saxophone and
piano (Unstable Portrait of A.S.) written for Andreas Van
Zoelen, a member of the Rascher Saxophone Quartet, and
for Ladislav Fanzowitz. In that case it was a work ideally
linked to the figure of Adolphe Sax, to his particularly coloured
biography and his volatile character. Although only marginally
sharing some of the materials of the previous duo, Last
Picture of A.S. reassumes its tense and multifaceted spirit,
taking the characteristics to their extremes. And so violently
percussive and bitter sections, for example the opening of
the piece, alternate, albeit to a much lesser extent, with
moments that are suddenly suspended, immobilised in the
contemplation of the slow discolouring of the harmony. The
construction is therefore based on continuous and very fast

changes of scene, in which the single characters return often
unchanged, except in their relative proportions, like a sort of
furiously restless mechanical music-box. Little weight is thus
given to any transformation or development of the various
materials, just as there is a very limited use (noticeable in
this work only to clarify its overall colour, without wishing to
represent any obtusely hostile standpoint) of performing
techniques that diverge from traditional instrumental practice.
All this brings about a high level of virtuosity, both in the single
parts and in the group as a whole, but the absolute solidity of
the five players saves us from any sort of surprise». On
March 20 at the Museo Internazionale delle Ceramiche in
Faenza, there will be a performance of Campana sottovoce
for narrator and five instruments on texts by Dino Campana
chosen by Pier Luigi Berdondini. The narrator will be
Berdondini himself, alongside the soloists of the Modern Sarti
Ensemble. Regarding the events that took place last year, on
September 28 Il mare immobile for three bass recorders was
played by the Bux Ensemble at the Universität der Künste in
Berlin, while on October 11 Rie Tsukahara and the Nomad
Ensemble directed by Norio Sato performed Dura roccia for
bassoon and string orchestra at the Tokyo Opera City Concert
Hall. In controluce for piano was played by Luca Benatti on
November 19 at the Auditorium Ghiaurov in Modena.
Emanuele Dalmaso gave two performances of Blank After
Blank for baritone saxophone: the first on November 24 in
the Sala Filarmonica in Rovereto, and the second on
December 18 in the Sala Fondazione Caritro of Palazzo
Calepini in Trento. Besides the performances previously
reported, Erma for guitar was also played by Giovanni
Martinelli on December 5 in the Sala UNAR in Rome.
On December 12 at La Casa della Memoria in Milan,
Sheepcounter for piano duet was played by Antonella Moretti
and Mauro Ravelli. On December 18 Giacomo Copiello and
Giacomo Susani played A Perfect Beat of for two guitars at
the Teatro Barco in Padua, while on January 15 Richiamo
da lontano and Richiamo da vicino for flute and clarinet
were played by Francesco Checchini and Francesco
Darmanin, members of the Ensemble degli Intrigati, at the
Schlosstheater in Rheinsberg. On March 12 at the Hangar
Rosso Tiepido in Modena, during the season of the Amici
della Musica, Maria Eleonora Caminada and Lonardo De
Marchi will perform Catalogo breve di indulgenze for female
voice and guitar. Finally, Blank, in a new version for soprano
saxophone and electronics, has been included by Marina
Notaro on the CD Maschere issued by Da Vinci Classics
(C00470).

Pasquale Corrado

Virtual Spaces
Bowl of Rain. United Band Project is the title of a project
Digital project beyond
the barriers between
languages
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midway between today’s classical music, electronics and
fusion music, distributed digitally by EMA Vinci (40124). The
participants included Francesco D’Orazio (5-string electric
violin), Ciro Longobardi (synthesizer), Mario
Marzi (saxophones), Michele Marco Rossi (cello),
Paolo Carlini (bassoon), Germano Scurti (bayan),
Marco Ignoti (clarinets), Michele Tempesta (tenor
saxophone), Giorgio Distante (trumpet),
Francesco Magistro (guitars), Luciano Pannese
(bass), Giuseppe Sereno (drums), and Ugo
Giacomazzi (actor/voice). Corrado explains:
«Today, as never before, we are called upon to
think, discover, find and put into practice new
forms of creative expression. Not only have the
context and the historical period influenced the
narrative of our artistic thought, but also the constraints and
restrictions have conditioned our way of working and making
music. Having set aside, for the time being, the habit of
staying together in specific spaces, we have developed the
habit of staying together in virtual spaces. It was out of this

situation that, from March 2020, the project United Band
Project sprang. An idea born from the necessity to stay
together and make music not only irrespective of the
distances, but also of the styles, the languages and
compositional narratives. United Band Project brings
together some of the most important Italian soloists
in a project that sets out to create a “new sound”,
deriving from the contaminations of apparently
different styles and languages, blending, on the one
hand, the articulations and techniques belonging to
today’s music, and on the other, preserving the
inflections and pronunciation typical of electronic jazz
(fusion)». The cellist Michele Marco Rossi will include
in his recital “Intelletto d’amore (e altre bugie)”,
conceived in collaboration with Andre Camilleri,
Furibondo for cello and electronics on February 2 at
the Teatro Radar in Monopoli, for the Amici della Musica
“Orazio Fiume”, on March 5 at the Amici della Musica di
Perugia in the Sala dei Notari, and on March 8 at the Teatro
Vittoria in Turin for the Unione Musicale.

Luca Antignani

Poetic Setting
A world premiere and a repeat performance for Luca

Antignani this winter. On December 4 at the Mattatoio
La Pelanda in Rome, during the 58th Festival of Nuova
Consonanza, La luna nel pozzo for violin was given its
first performance by the violinist Francesco D’Orazio.
The composer tells us: «After Nubifragiche
ombrose for accordion and string trio, La luna
nel pozzo is the second work dedicated to
N.O.F.4 and inspired by the graffiti he made in
the course of twenty years on the walls of the
psychiatric hospital in Volterra. This new
composition sets out to explore the technical
potential of the violin and introduces a new
technique (a bow with loose hair) which, as
in the medieval vielle, makes it possible to
play several strings at the same time, thus
obtaining greater harmonic fullness. The work
is built like a sort of cubist mosaic, whose
pieces create lines that are apparently
independent but in reality fit together and
interact in a surprising way». In the meantime
this new work has already been repeated
twice during the tour, planned and then
rescheduled due to the health emergency, of Francesco
D’Orazio with the Ensemble Musicatreize directed by
Roland Hayrabedian, on January 17 at the Sala Utopia I
of the Haute Ecole de Musique de Lausanne (HEMU),
during the concert season of the Société de Musique
Contemporaine, and the following day, January 18, at the
Salle Musicatreize in Marseille. The two concerts also
featured Acqua di mare amaro for violin and 12 voices on a
text by Dino Campana. Antignani explains: «Acqua di mare
amaro is the depiction of a landscape that is at once real

and mythical, which provokes immediate sensations and at
the same time evokes a highly poetic image: the sea port.
This place, multifaceted and varied, which smells of tar,
soot, fish and saltiness, resounds with the sound of chains,
ship’s sirens, the splashing of waves, cries and laughter,
and whose alleys are inhabited by fishermen,
thieves and prostitutes, has inspired countless
writers (among others, Homer, Melville, Verne,
Conrad, Poe, Baudelaire, Cocteau, Genet,
Morante). I based my project on the visionary
poetry of Dino Campana, a poet born at the
end of the 19th century in a small village in
Tuscany, whose life alternated between long
journeys and forced stays in psychiatric
hospitals. He left us just one work, Canti orfici,
a sort of log book of an existence lived in
wandering and disorderliness. And yet, despite
his presumed madness, his poetic research
was extremely lucid and focused: the sea is his
place of evasion from his sufferings, and the
port is the ambiguous and multi-purpose
environment in which filth and poetry, muck and
love, violence and tenderness, love and death,
worthless and infinite blend in a fertile manner, generating
tragic dynamics. Campana’s texts, full of images and subtle
rhetorical devices such as the anastrophe, paronomasia,
chiasmus and catachresis, are highly madrigalistic. My
music, far from any descriptive intention, arises with great
naturalness from the poetic material of the lyrics, material
that synthesizes the most intimate sense of the words. The
ultimate goal is a sort of short-circuit between sound and
meaning (similar to onomatopoeia), typical of the most
ancient communicative archetypes».

Violin protagonist of two
very different works

Ennio Morricone
On May 22 for the
Concerti del Quirinale,
the pianist Roberto
Prosseda will play the
Quattro studi for piano
and Rag in frantumi for
piano, broadcast live on
Rai Radio 3.

Maurilio Cacciatore

Instrumental Setups
On March 31 at the Théâtre d’Hautpierre in Strasbourg,

Les Percussions de Strasbourg will give the world premiere
of Corale for three percussionists on three independent
setups each consisting of a timpano, a crotale and two steel
disks. It is an innovative project resulting from
long experimentation which the composer
describes as follows: «My output, since 2014,
includes many works in which the instrumental
setup includes objects that vibrate. In 2019 I
began work on a prototype of a vibrating beater
that allowed the standard action of conventional
beaters alongside the possibility to obtain long
sounds from the percussion instruments. This
prototype consists of a copper beater with
interchangeable heads linked to a pedal that
allows the performer to vary the speed of the
motor inside the stem of the beater. The speed
of the rotation is directly proportional to the
pitch of the sound obtained. The rotation is then
transmitted from the copper body to the head of the beater
in the form of vibration. From a technical viewpoint, the
beater agitated by the vibration causes a series of micro
repetitions; these are so close to one another that they are
perceived as a continuous sound. Corale should have been
premiered in 2020 but the pandemic blocked the plan, and
the work now sees its first public performance. The three
percussionists, each with a similar setup (a timpano, a crotal
and two metal disks) are asked to explore their instruments
as never before: who would ever have imagined a three-

voice polyphony between three timpani? The amplification
plays an important role in the setup and helps to move away
from the listener’s classic memory on seeing a timpano,
already imagining what will be heard. Here the result is
instead totally different, estranged and
unexpected: who would ever have thought of
hearing a counterpoint between these
instruments?». The cycle of four pedagogic
pieces for saxophone (alto, tenor and soprano)
commissioned by the French centre of research
Art Zoyd Studios – the second step in a trilogy
that includes Ecco perché ho paura dei
folletti for contrabass flute, video and live
electronics, and will be followed in the future by
another piece – is currently being tried out in
the saxophone class of the Conservatory in
Amiens. Progressively growing in difficulty, the
four pieces are entirely based on key clicking,
just like the first work of the trilogy, and are the
starting point for creating an instrumental practice previously
left a little to chance and which till now was lacking any indepth study. The pianist Anna Paolina Hasslacher will
play Studio n. 3 - Suoni saturi for piano on February 24 at
the Gare du Nord in Basel, during a concert commemorating
Erik Oña organised by the Musik-Akademie Basel. Valerio
Sannicandro will conduct the Ensemble Sine Qua Non
in a performance of Three Studies About the Weight of
Drops for flute, violin, cello and piano on March 28 at the
Istituto Italiano di Cultura in Paris.

Prototype of a beater at
the basis of innovative
experimentation
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Eric Maestri

Music and Experience
Launch of an innovative
expression of digital
creativity

Monographic box set
celebrates the complete
artist

On January 3 a first series of “composed podcasts”, titled

Musiciens, un podcast-composé, was launched on YouTube,
in collaboration with the journal La Lettre du Musicien and
produced by F Studio F. Eric Maestri met a series of artists
working in Paris and asked them to describe their relationship
with their own instrument and to talk about their background
and musical passions: the voice of the artists was then
combined with electronics, in a sort of differed dialogue with
the composer, who thus built a story that also includes the
sound of each artist’s instrument. The first episode was
devoted to the Colombian viola player Lucia Peralta
(available from January 3), and was followed every week
throughout January by other episodes, devoted respectively
to the clarinetist Mathieu Steffanus (January 10), the harpist
Aurélie Saraf (January 17), and the pianist and composer
Franco Venturini (January 24). The composer explains:
«This series of “composed podcasts” is one of the chapters,
as long as an opera, of a series of ongoing works that deal
with the relationship between music and experience. The
underlying idea is that music is able to communicate due to
the fact that it triggers a series of forms and experiences; in
some way the telling of individual stories conceals elements
that are universal, or that at least touch us all. The project is

inspired by an idea of Paul Ricœur, who sustained that
narration is a transformation of experience and that it lies
on what he defines the “world of action”; to narrate means
outlining events; also composing; in other words, mobilising
shared schemes and symbols in an implicit way. Basically,
the construction of stories is possible because we share the
same world and the structure of the paths of life is similar.
This fundamental aspect substantially provides the chance to
create fictions or myths. In some way the stories told in this
piece, through the accounts of musicians about their own
experience, form a mythology of the present and of the
individual, between the true and the probable. The music
is built around the accounts, and takes up some of their
elements; it uses the collection of sounds during the dialogue
as materials for the composition; it interprets the tension of
the path undertaken individually, lending it colour. Musiciens
is in this sense an opera to be listened to; with no sets; that
can be broadcast an acousmatic device (of any kind) or
listened to online, as an individual musical experience. This
listening allows a privileged access to the inner dimension of
the listener, where his or her experience resonates with that
of the musicians who are speaking».

Carlos Roqué Alsina

Composer and Performer
Two new CD releases for Carlos Roqué Alsina. Firstly, a

double monographic CD, recorded live, devoted to the artist’s
two sides: Carlos Roqué Alsina compositeur et interprète
(Forgotten Records fr 1954/5). The box set features two
concerts for solo piano and for chamber music recorded in
2006 and 2012 at the Salle Poirel in Nancy. The programme
includes, in his guise as a composer, the Suite for piano and
magnetic tape, with the composer on piano, Formes et figures
for string quartet played by the Quatuor Stanislas, Belgirate
for violin played by Alexis Galpérine, A letter for wind quintet
played by the Quintette à Vents Stanislas, Tres Canciones op.

1 for soprano and piano performed by Françoise Kubler and
Alsina himself; and in his role as a performer, Beethoven’s
Sonata op. 2 no. 1 in F minor, Bach’s Ciaccona in D minor
transcribed by Ferruccio Busoni, Schönberg’s Verklärte Nacht
in the chamber transcription for violin, cello and piano by
Eduard Steuermann revisited by Alsina, who is joined here by
Alexis Galpérine on violin and Jean De Spengler on cello. The
other new release features Unity for clarinet and cello, which
has been recorded by Martin Adámek and Andrej Gál on the
CD of the same name, produced by Music Centre Slovakia
(HC 10054).

Henri Pousseur

Harmonius Society
Henri Pousseur is celebrated with a precious new recording

Precious box set
devoted to open
forms
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on disk. Henri Pousseur Prince Icare is the title of a
Homerecords box set consisting of 2 CDs and a DVD.
Curated by Jean-Pierre Peuvion – clarinetist and Pousseur’s
historic collaborator since the foundation of
the Ensemble Musiques Nouvelles – the new
release proposes for the first time a unitary
corpus of works devoted to those “formes
ouvertes” that the great Belgian composer
cultivated with coherence throughout his
whole creative career. Peuvion comments:
«The performer is no longer dealing with a
“work”, but rather a “creation” that is
constantly renewed, where he is invited to
chose, to run through “networks”. So the
performer will surprise himself by his
invention and the way of expressing himself!
Alone or transported by a collective force
within the “social village” organised by the
composer as a model of harmonious society.
This is joy!». The first CD contains:
Mnemosyne 1 for solo voice, Mnemosyne 2 in a version for
piano and narrator, Mnemosyne 2/Parabol Mix, Modèle réduit
in a realisation for bass clarinet and piano, and Trajets dans
les arpents du ciel for a low instrument with a wide range
(here the bass clarinet) and large orchestra. The second
CD features: Pour Baudelaire monody for solo voice,
L’Enjazzement by Jean-Pierre Peuvion – a tribute to Henri

Pousseur based on the previous monody –, and Les
Ephémérides d’Icare 2, “musique-fiction” for principal piano,
concertino and concerto grosso of 4 groups of 4 musicians.
The DVD instead includes Icare apprenti, preparations and
quick exercises for an indeterminate number of
musicians, and Pétales de rêve dans le Paravent
du vieux moine, open work for piano and recitation
of 17 original trilingual haikus. The performers are
Morgane Heyse, voice, Marcel Cominotto, piano,
Marie-Ange Brecht, reciting voice, Garrett List,
trombone, Bernard Dekaise, piano, Jean-Pierre
Peuvion, clarinet and bass clarinet, the Orchestre
Philharmonique Royal de Liège conducted by
Pierre Bartholomée, Basile Peuvion, drums, Jean
Debry, bass, Brigitte Foccroulle, piano, Vincent
Royer, viola, Hugues Kolp, electric guitar, Michel
Massot, bass tuba, and the orchestra Nouvelles
Musiques de Chambre de Liège conducted by
Jean-Pierre Peuvion. On January 24 Sarah Maria
Sun, mezzo soprano, and Carl Rosman, clarinet
soloist of the Ensemble Musikfabrik, performed
Rossignolade, “micropéra” for female voice and clarinet at
KOMED im Mediapark in Cologne, with a repeat performance
on January 29 at the Folkwang Universität der Künste in
Essen during the series Klavier-Festival Ruhr. On May 20
at the Espace Senghor in Brussels, Mnemosyne 1 will be
performed by the soprano Marie Billy.

Bruno Maderna

Ophelia’s Crown
The Stradivarius label (STR37180) has released the long-

awaited recording of the Requiem (1946) for soloists, choirs
and orchestra, whose historic world premiere took place at
the Teatro La Fenice in Venice on 19 November 2009, with
the Orchestra and Choir of the Teatro La
Fenice conducted by Andrea Molino, and
Claudio Marino Moretti as choirmaster. The
ambitious composition for double orchestra
and two choirs, a youthful work written before
his adhesion to dodecaphony, had long
remained lost and forgotten. It belongs to a
particularly troubled phase of the post-war
years, of which it represents one of the most
notable proofs. The only surviving score, a
blueprint copy of the original manuscript, is
now held in the library of Purchase College
at the State University in New York and was
published in a critical edition by Veniero Rizzardi, with the
integration of some of the missing parts by Giorgio Colombo
Taccani. Luigi Nono recalls that for Maderna the Requiem
«must have been like a crown of flowers drifting along a river;
the idea came to him on reading the part of Shakespeare’s
Hamlet where Ophelia slowly disappears down the river».
The work is intimate in its inspiration but is nevertheless set
within a monumental framework, not without echoes of
Verdi’s Requiem nor of the recent Missa pro mortuis that

Gian Francesco Malipiero dedicated to the memory of
Gabriele d’Annunzio, also published by ESZ. On January 13
at the Queens Hall in Edinburgh, the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra conducted by Lorenza Borrani played Ottaviano
Petrucci’s Due Suites da “Odhecaton”,
revised for orchestra by Bruno Maderna;
the work was repeated the following day,
January 14, at the City Halls in Glasgow.
On January 27 the Münchener
Kammerorchester conducted by Clemens
Schuldt played Amanda for chamber
orchestra at the Prinzregententheater in
Munich. The Serenata per Luisa for piccolo,
clarinet in B flat, two trumpets in C, and two
trombones, will be given its Italian premiere,
in the edition prepared by Angela Ida De
Benedictis, on February 22 in the Aula
Magna of Milan University, with the Orchestra UniMi
conducted by Sebastiano Rolli. The following day, February
23, Lorenza Borrani will be violin soloist and conductor of the
Orchestra della Toscana in a performance of the previously
mentioned Due suites da “Odhecaton”. On February 24 at
the Auditorium Rai “Arturo Toscanini” in Turin, the Orchestra
Sinfonica Nazionale della Rai conducted by Roberto Polastri
will play Composizione n. 1 for orchestra.

Historic premiere of
a rediscovered work
available on CD

Michele dall’Ongaro

Chamber Portrait
On February 26, during the III Festival delle Arti

Contemporanee in Verona, the Accademia Kairòs and the
NED Ensemble will devote to Michele dall’Ongaro a meeting
and a concert with a rich chamber programme. The meeting
will take place in the Auditorium Montemezzi of the “E.
Dall’Abaco” Conservatory in Verona, with the participation of
Laura Och, Francesco Bissoli and Andrea Mannucci. Instead,
the concert will be held in the Sala Imperio of the Hotel Due
Torri and will include Carnascialata dei Pulcinelli for soprano
and piano, Continuidad del tiempo for soprano, violin, cello
and piano, Berceuse per Rebecca and Due Canzoni siciliane
for cello and piano, La zona rossa for violin, Notturno

Meeting and monographic
concert in Verona
veneziano for violin, cello and piano, Opus Felix for violin
and piano, and Un goto for piccolo, clarinet, violin and cello.
The programme will be performed by the soloists of the
Accademia Kairòs and of the NED Ensemble directed by
Andrea Mannucci: Carlotta Bellotto and Nadina Calistru,
soprano, Roberta Nobile, flute, Gabriele Galvani, clarinet,
Miranda Mannucci, violin, Afra Mannucci, cello, Sara Capone
and Flavia Casari, piano. On March 13 in the Auditorium
Celesti of Desenzano, during the XIV Festival of the NED
Ensemble, Berceuse per Rebecca for cello and piano will be
played by soloists of the NED Ensemble, Afra and Andrea
Mannucci.

Camillo Togni

One Hundred Years of Coherence
O n 18 October one hundred years ago, Camillo Togni was

born in Gussago (Brescia). A pupil of Alfredo Casella in Rome
and Siena, of Franco Margola and Arturo Benedetti
Michelangeli in Brescia, Togni graduated in philosophy
with Enzo Paci and devoted himself to music
as a concert pianist, before his attention was
completely absorbed by composition. One
of the most outstanding figures in the Italian
music scene after the war, Togni consistently
maintained his own personal aesthetic
position, an autonomous and coherent
line inspired by total serialism, a line he
developed and jealously defended, without
compromises with respect to the trends
that were slowly emerging in the musical
panorama. Since 1938 he was fascinated
by the figure of Arnold Schönberg and the
Second Viennese School, and already from 1940 he chose
dodecaphony as his own language. After meeting René
Leibowitz in Milan in 1949, he attended the Darmstadt
Ferienkurse from 1951 to 1957. For many decades he
received commissions, performances and recognitions at the
most prestigious venues and institutions throughout Europe,
until being invited as guest of honour at the Darmstadt

Ferienkurse in 1990. As an essayist, he wrote about
Dallapiccola and Schönberg. As a teacher, he was professor
of Advanced Composition at the Conservatory in Parma from
1977 to 1988, then moving on to the Special Composition
Courses of the Scuola Musicale in Fiesole. He died
in his native Brescia in 1993. The ESZ catalogue
contains more than sixty works by Camillo Togni,
with a particularly high number of chamber works,
compositions for piano, and for voice and piano.
Recently an important contribution to the rediscovery
of the young Camillo Togni as an assiduous writer for
the piano has come from the Naxos series Complete
Piano Music, of which five CDs have already been
released, featuring the pianist Aldo Orvieto. To mark
the hundredth anniversary of his birth, the Dèdalo
Ensemble will play numerous works by Camillo Togni
during the XXVII edition of the series Sulle Ali del
Novecento, whose theme this year is “Camillo Togni e il
suo tempo”. The first appointment, on February 27 at the
Auditorium San Barnaba in Brescia, will include Helian di
Trakl, five Lieder for voice and piano on poems by Georg
Trakl, commissioned in 1957 by the city of Darmstadt, with
the soloists of the Dèdalo Ensemble Erika Tanaka, soprano,
and Elena Pasotti, piano.

Brescia celebrates
the centenary of a
great composer
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Riccardo Malipiero

Without Prejudices
Rich volume and
novel opera
recording

Still fresh from the press is the volume Riccardo Malipiero.

interested in capturing the cultural and artistic stimuli of his
time, without prejudices regarding the techniques and
languages, but also with the shrewdness of keeping his
own music away from the danger of partisan categorisation.
The young Malipiero confronted composition almost with
apprehension, with the full awareness of someone who
knows he belongs to the fourth generation of a family of
musicians of a certain significance, dominated by the bulky
presence of his uncle Gian Francesco. In the early post-war
years, he organised with Luigi Dallapiccola the First
International Conference on Dodecaphonic Music (Milan,
1949), found his path and, as an all round musician, carved
out his own prestigious space in the music of the twentieth
century. With the passing of the years he revised his
poetics, but without ever forsaking its essence, coherent
and tolerant towards himself and others: in a word
“antidogmatic”. Attached to the book is a CD containing,
with the kind permission of the RSI Radiotelevisione
Svizzera Italiana, the audio recording of the opera buffa
in one act La donna è mobile (1957), after Massimo
Bontempelli’s comedy Nostra dea. The performance dates
from 13 August 1969 and features the Orchestra della
Radio Svizzera Italiana conducted by Edwin Loehrer, with
Luisa Giorgetti, soprano, Rodolfo Malacarne, tenor, Laerte
Malaguti, baritone, Annalies Gamper, soprano, James
Loomis, bass, Teodoro Rovetta, comic bass, Maria Minetto,
mezzo-soprano, and Alfonso Nanni, bass.

L’antidogmatico, edited by Maria Maddalena Novati and
Marina Vaccarini. The book, the fifth in the series published
by NoMus with Die Schachtel on some of the most
representative figures of Italian music in the twentieth
century, gathers the texts of the concert-conferences, the
proceedings of the study day, and the
programmes of the events that made
up the important, varied programme
of “Omaggio a Malipiero. 100 anni
che attraversano un secolo”,
organised by NoMus in collaboration
with the Museo del Novecento in
Milan in 2014, to mark the centenary
of the musician’s birth. An
acknowledged testimony of the rapid
transformation of Italian culture in the
twentieth century, Malipiero was a
composer, music critic, essayist,
teacher, and promoter of Italian music
abroad. He viewed the twentieth
century in a disenchanted, polemical and anticonformist
manner, rigorous and well aware of the legacy to pass on
to the following generations. Thanks to the contributions
of many scholars, the accounts of friends, relatives and
acquaintances, and to the writings of Malipiero himself,
these pages disclose the character of a musician open and

Giovanni Battista Viotti

London Masterpiece
Fresh off the press is a new critical edition of Giovanni

Battista Viotti’s Concerto per violino e orchestra in B flat
major W I: 26, edited by Colomba Betti and published in
the series “Concerti e Sinfonie (1780-1840)”
in collaboration with the Società Italiana di
Musicologia. The editor writes: «Viotti wrote
the Concerto no. 26 in B flat major during his
so-called London period, but it has so far not
been possible to establish a precise date
C
either for its composition or for its first
performance, due to a lack of sources useful
for this purpose. […] The orchestration
consists of the usual quintet of strings, a
flute, two oboes, two clarinets in B flat, two
bassoons and two horns (a unicum in Viotti’s
output). White, in describing the concerto as
a “masterpiece”, confirms the positive
reception of the work, which unfortunately,
however, does not enjoy the diffusion and success it
deserves. […] The first movement has many elements
Giovanni Battista Viotti

A work of great
aesthetic worth now
made available

of the mature Classical style: from the handling of the
harmony, which never modulates to keys far from the tonic,
to the construction of the phrases, organised in regular
periods. Regarding the form, the first solo presents
the basic themes of the movement, which return in
the solo II (second theme) and solo III (first theme
and virtuoso section that follows the second). […]
As the critic of the Allgemeine Musikalische
Zeitung points out, the first movement is not based
solely on the display of the soloist’s technical
skills: the principal violin part is, in fact, perfectly
integrated within a broader scheme that seeks
«artistic perfection». […] In the first movement of
the concerto in particular, much weight is placed
upon the link between the soloist and the
orchestra, involving both the strings – which
sustain the principal violin and often reply to it with
brief interjections – and the winds – whose voices
many times join that of the soloist, or comment on its
melodies».

CONCERTI E SINFONIE

(1780-1840)

Collana di musica strumentale in collaborazione con la

SIdM Società Italiana di Musicologia

IN SIb MAGGIORE W I: 26

ONCERTO PER VIOLINO E ORCHESTRA
Edizione critica a cura di Colomba Betti

EDIZIONI SUVINI ZERBONI - MILANO

Luigi Dallapiccola
A complete performance of the Liriche greche in the

classic Italian translation of Salvatore Quasimodo taken as
a reference by Luigi Dallapiccola, is scheduled for March in
Budapest: Cinque frammenti di Saffo for soprano and
chamber orchestra, Due liriche di Anacreonte for soprano

and instruments, and Sex Carmina Alcaei for soprano and
11 instruments, will be performed on March 26 at the
Budapest Music Center by the mezzo-soprano Christel
Loetzsch and the Budapest Festival Orchestra conducted
by Frank Ollu.

Giorgio Federico Ghedini
L orenza Borrani, violin, Enrico Dindo, cello, Pietro De

Maria, piano, Giovanni Scifoni, narrator, and the Orchestra
della Toscana conducted by Alessandro Cadario, will
perform the Concerto dell’albatro with a fragment taken
from Hermann Melville’s “Moby Dick” for violin, cello,
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piano, narrator and orchestra, on May 5 at the Teatro Verdi
in Florence, on May 6 at the Auditorium Manzoni in
Bologna and on May 7 at the Teatro dei Rinnovati in Siena
during the season “Micat in Vertice” of the Accademia
Musicale Chigiana.
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FEBRUARY

Francesco Ciurlo
ABSTRACTION TO THE POINT OF
Concerto for oboe and ensemble
Stuttgart, Festival ECLAT, Theaterhaus, February 3
Peter Veale, oboe
Ensemble Musikfabrik
conductor: Clement Power
Valerio Sannicandro
VISIO - FICTIO
per 24 voices and three violas in a separate space
Stuttgart, Festival ECLAT, Theaterhaus, February 6
SWR Vokalensemble
Geneviève Strosser, viola
Elijah Spies, viola
Patricia Torres, viola
conductor: Martina Batič
Riccardo Panfili
ABITARE LA BATTAGLIA
for orchestra
(Premiere of the revised version)
Turin, Auditorium Rai “A. Toscanini”, February 10
Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della Rai
conductor: Fabio Luisi
Riccardo Panfili
CONCERTO
for percussion and orchestra
(Premiere of the revised version)
Milan, Auditorium di Milano, February 11
Simone Rubino, percussioni
Orchestra Sinfonica di Milano Giuseppe Verdi
conductor: Kristjan Järvi
Andrea Mannucci
ZELDA E FRANCIS
Chamber song for voice, clarinet, violin, cello
and piano on a text by Marco Ongaro
Verona, III Festival delle Arti Contemporanee,
Hotel Due Torri, Sala Imperio, February 12
Soloists of NED Ensemble:
Enrico Frigo, voice
Gabriele Galvani, clarinet
Miranda Mannucci, violin
Afra Mannucci, cello
Andrea Mannucci, piano
Jean-Luc Hervé
AUTRE NATURE
for orchestra
Paris, Festival Présences, Maison de la Radio
et de la Musique, Auditorium, February 13
Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France
conductor: Brad Lubman
Luis de Pablo
EL ABRECARTAS
Opera in a prologue and six scenes
Libretto by Vicente Molina Foix
from his novel of the same name
Madrid, Teatro Real, February 16
Xavier Albertí, direction
Coro y Orquesta titulares del Teatro Real
Pequeños Cantores de la JORCAM
conductor: Fabián Panisello

Riccardo Panfili
ANTAGONIE
per double bass and piano
Terni, I Concerti di Hydra, Museo Multimediale
Cascata delle Marmore, February 27
Daniele Roccato, double bass
Lucrezia Proietti, piano

Alessandro Solbiati
LE VOYAGE
for female voice and ensemble
on poems by Charles Baudelaire
(Premiere of movements I-V)
Milano, Auditorium San Fedele, April 8
Syntax Ensemble
conductor: Pasquale Corrado

MARCH

Alessandro Solbiati
TRE FRAMMENTI DA LEONARDO
for soprano and ensemble on texts
from Leonardo da Vinci’s “Pensieri”
(First performance in concert)
Milano, Auditorium San Fedele, April 8
Syntax Ensemble
conductor: Pasquale Corrado

Giorgio Colombo Taccani
LAST PICTURE OF A.S.
for piano and saxophone quartet
Kosice (Slovakia), Hall of Kosice Philharmony, March 8
Ladislav Fanzowitz, piano
Rascher Saxophone Quartet
Nicola Sani
FALCONE, IL TEMPO SOSPESO DEL VOLO
Musical theatre of our history
Libretto by Franco Ripa di Meana
(Premiere of the revised version)
Trento, Fondazione Haydn, Teatro Sociale, March 12
Stefano Simone Pintor, direction
Orchestra Haydn di Bolzano e Trento
conductor: Marco Angius
Daniela Terranova
TO SWIM IN THE OPEN SKY
for bass flute and electronics
Wien, Das Off Theater, March 22
Alessandro Baticci, bass flute
Andrea Mannucci
VESPRO UNIVERSALE
Sacred cantata, version for two sopranos and
chamber orchestra on a text by Pope Francis
Verona, III Festival delle Arti Contemporanee,
Basilica di Sant’Anastasia, March 26
Filippo Tonon, narrator
Carlotta Bellotto and Nadina Calistru, sopranos
Orchestra da Camera del Conservatorio di Musica
“E.F. Dall’Abaco” di Verona
conductor: Gianmarco Scalici
Valerio Sannicandro
TRE NUCLEI ED ECHI
for flute, clarinet, violin and cello in echo
Paris, Istituto Italiano di Cultura, March 28
Ensemble Sine Qua Non
conductor: Valerio Sannicandro
Alessandro Solbiati
SECONDO CONCERTO
for guitar and string orchestra
Ravenna, Teatro Alighieri, March 31
Andrea Monarda, guitar
Orchestra Filarmonica Vittorio Calamani
conductor: Pasquale Corrado
Maurilio Cacciatore
CORALE
for 3 percussionists on 3 independent sutups
Strasbourg, Théâtre d’Hautpierre, March 31
Les Percussions de Strasbourg

APRIL
Valerio Sannicandro
TACTILE SONGS IV
for clarinet, alto saxophone, violin and piano
Madrid, Espacio Ronda, February 18
Ensemble Opus 22
Andrea Mannucci
LA FIGLIA DELLA MEMORIA
Concerto for string orchestra
in memory of Beatrice Milani
Torino, Auditorium Rai “Arturo Toscanini”, February 20
I Cameristi dell’OSN Rai
Alessandro Milani, violin and conductor

ESZ

Leonardo Marino
New work
for piano
Orléans, 15e Concours International de
Piano d’Orléans, Salle de l’Institut, April 4
Koki Sato, piano
Leonardo Marino
CONCERTO PER VIOLONCELLOE ORCHESTRA
Pécs, Kodály Centre, April 7
Ditta Rohmann, cello
Pannon Philharmonic Orchestra
conductor: Joanna Natalia Ślusarczy

Andrea Mannucci
LA ROSA BIANCA
for bass clarinet
Rovigo, Conservatorio “F. Venezze”, April 8
Gabriele Galvani, bass clarinet
Ivan Fedele
TOTL (Tags On a Time Line)
for cello and string orchestra
L’Aquila, Auditorium del Parco, April 22
I Solisti Aquilani
Michele Marco Rossi, cello
conductor: Pasquale Corrado
Sara Caneva
FONDALE MOBILE
Version for chamber orchestra
Padova, Veneto Contemporanea, Teatro Verdi, April 30
Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto
conductor: Sara Caneva

MAY
Malika Kishino
SHADES OF ECHOES
for oboe and ensemble
Köln, Festival Achtbrücken, Kölner Philharmonie, May 1
Peter Veale, oboe
Ensemble Musikfabrik
conductor: Yorgos Ziavras
Aureliano Cattaneo
CHIAROSCURO
for ensemble
Salzburg, May 7
Österreichisches Ensemble für Neue Musik
conductor: Lars Mlekusch
Malika Kishino
RA
for viola and live electronics
Liège, Église Saint-Antoine-et-Sainte-Catherine, May 7
Vincent Royer, viola
Gilles Doneux/Centre Henri Pousseur, live electronics
Jean-Luc Hervé
TOPOS
for ensemble and electronics
Cassis (Marseille), GMEM, Festival Propagations,
Fondation Camargo, May 11
Ensemble L’Itinéraire
conductor: Léo Margue
Daniela Terranova
LIGHT CLOUD, DARK CLOUD. D’APRÈS ROTHKO
for clarinet and orchestra
(Premiere of the revised version)
Padova, Verona Conteamporanea, May 20
Roberta Gottardi, clarinet
Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto
conductor: Marco Angius

Constantly updated, at the website
www.esz.it
you will find the complete
performance list of our composers
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